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!Spreading!of!antibiotic!resistance!among!pathogenic!bacteria!is!a!major!problem!for!human!health!as!well!as!in!veterinarian!world.!Bacteria!can!exchange!antibiotic!resistance!genes!by!different!processes,!collectively!called!Horizontal!Gene!Transfer!(HGT).!One!of!the!processes!of!HGT!is!conjugation!in!which!genetic!material!(DNA)!is!transferred!from!a!donor!cell!to!a!recipient! cell.! Conjugation,! which! is! widespread! among! both! GramInegative! and! GramIpositive! bacteria,! is! mediated! by! conjugation! system! present! on! plasmids! and/or! by!integrative! conjugative! elements! (ICEs).! Plasmids! are! autonomously! replicating! units!present! in! many! bacteria! besides! their! chromosome.! Conjugation! systems! present! on!various! plasmids! from! GramInegative! bacteria! have! been! studied! in! considerable! detail.!Much!less!is!known,!however,!about!conjugation!systems!present!on!plasmids!from!GramIpositive!bacteria.!A!major!goal!of!my!thesis!studies!was!to!increase!our!understanding!about!conjugation! systems! and! its! regulation! in! GramIpositive! bacteria.! We! chose! the! native!plasmid! pLS20! from! Bacillus( subtilis! for! several! reasons.! First;! B.( subtilis,! itself! a! GRAS!organism,! is! related! to! pathogens! or! fastidious! bacteria,! 2nd,! is! one! of! best! studied!organisms,!3rd,!its!natural!competence!facilitates!genetic!manipulation,!and!4th,!B.(subtilis!is!gut!commensal.!The!first!part!of!this!thesis!describes!an!in-silico!analysis!of!pLS20cat,!which!we!have!sequenced!to!completeness.!pLS20cat!has!a!size!of!65,774!bps.!It!contains!almost!100!ORFs,!which!we!have!grouped!into!five!different!modules.!One!of!the!modules!concerns!a!putative!conjugation! operon,! which! flanks! a! rap-phr! cassette.! Many! rap-phr! cassettes! have! been!identified! on! the! genome! of!B.( subtilis! and! other! bacilli.! In! addition,! they! are! present! on!several!rollingIcircle!and!theta!replicating!plasmids!of!Bacilli.!Most!of!the!rapIphr!cassettes!analyzed!have!been!shown!to!affect!differentiation!processes!like!sporulation,!competence!and!biofilm!formation.!A!detailed!analysis!of!the!rap-phr!cassette!of!pLS20cat!is!described!in!the!third!part!of!this!thesis.!We!found!that!the!presence!of!pLS20cat!strongly!inhibits!transformation!efficiencies!of!its!host.!The!second!part!of!this!thesis!describes!the!identification!and!functional!analysis!of! the! pLS20catIlocated! gene! responsible! for! competence! inhibition.! Thus,!we! found! that!ORF64! is! responsible! for! competence! inhibition! and!we! named! the! gene! rokLS20.!We! also!unraveled! the! mechanism! of! how! RokLS20! inhibits! competence.! RokLS20! is! a! DNA! binding!protein!that!preferentially!binds!to!the!comK!promoter!thereby!repressing!expression!of!the!key! transcriptional! activator! of! the! competence! genes,! ComK.! A! functional! RokLS20IGFP!fusion!protein!coIlocalized!with!the!bacterial!nucleoid!in!an!irregular!pattern!similar!to!that!
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!Bacteria!are!amazingly!adaptable! little!critters.!They!are!constantly!evolving!to!become! better! suited! to! their! environment! and! even! they! quickly! develop! resistance!against!antibiotics.!The!first!time!antibiotic!resistance!in!pathogens!emerged!as!a!major!problem!was!during!the!1950s!when!Japanese!hospitals!encountered!Shigella!dysentery!outbreaks! that! resisted! to! treatment! with! usual! antibiotics.! Intensive! clinical! and!genetics!investigations!performed!by!Japanese!scientists!during!that!period!resulted!in!a!concept!of!episomeEmediated!transfer!(a!type!of!Horizontal!Gene!Transfer,!HGT)!of!the!drug! resistance! in! the! Enterobacteriaceae! (1,! 2).! This! research! also! resulted! in! the!eventual! use! of! antibiotic! resistance! markers! for! genetic! manipulations! and! was,!therefore,! one! of! the! foundations! for! the! development! of! genetic! engineering.! The!genetic! engineering! tools!developed!were!used! to! study! the!molecular!mechanisms!of!antibiotic! resistance.! Increasing! numbers! of! tools! like! DNA! hybridization,! sequencing,!and!PCR!were!used!for!the!analysis!of!gene!exchange!processes!in!natural!settings!(3–5).!The!important!role!HGT!plays!in!the!evolution!of!bacterial!species!especially!highlighted!during! the! last! decade! with! the! advent! of! highEthroughput! sequencing.! Comparative!genomics! analyses! revealed! that! substantial! parts! of! bacterial! genomes! consists! of!auxiliary! genes! acquired! by! HGT! (6).! These! genes! may! confer! adaptive! advantages!under! specific! environmental! conditions,! for! instance! the! presence! of! antimicrobials,!xenobiotics,!heavy!metals!and!other!compounds.!Horizontally!acquired!genes!may!also!allow! the! colonization! of! new! ecological! niches! governed! by! biotic! factors! such! as!symbiotic! and! pathogenic! relationships! (7).! In! summary,! HGT! has! been! proven! to! be!very! important! in! the! field! of! medical! microbiology,! biotechnological! studies! and!evolutionary!biology.!!HGT! can! occur! by! three!main!mechanisms:! 1)! transformation,! 2)! transduction!and!3)!conjugation.!Conjugation!has!the!broadest!host!range!(BHR)!of!transfer!and!thus!has!maximum!potential!to!contribute!towards!HGT.!Conjugation!is!mediated!mainly!by!plasmids! and! integrative! conjugative! elements! (ICEs).! Plasmid! conjugation! is! the!principal! decisive! factor! for! BHR! potential! of! conjugation.! BHR! plasmids! are! able! to!transfer!across!different!phyla!and!sometimes!even!can!cross!the!prokaryote/eukaryote!barrier.!Thus,!plasmids!can!be!advantageous! to! its!hosts!but! they!are!also! responsible!for! antibiotic! resistance! determinants! or! disease! spreading.! It! is! crucial! to! study! the!basic!mechanisms! involved! in! plasmid! transfer! and! regulatory! processes! that! control!conjugation.!
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The!process!of!conjugation!and!its!transcriptional!regulation!has!been!studied!in!considerable!detail! for!various!plasmids!present! in!GramEnegative!bacteria!(for!review!see,! 8–11).! However,! comparatively! little! is! known! about! conjugation! systems! on!plasmids! from! GramEpositive! bacteria,! many! of! them! industrially! and! medically!important!organisms,!although!interest!in!this!field!is!increasing!(for!general!review!see,!10–12).! For! a! better! understanding! of! plasmid! conjugation,!we! chose! natural! plasmid!pLS20!first!identified!in!B.*subtilis!natto!strain!IFO3335!(13).!Studies!carried!out!in!this!thesis! started! with! sequencing! and! annotating! plasmid! pLS20cat.! pLS20cat! is! a!derivative! of! pLS20! labeled! with! a! chloramphenicol! resistance! gene! (14).! The! main!focus! was! on! understanding! the! regulatory! circuit! of! pLS20! conjugation.! We! have!characterized! the! principal! factors! regulating! pLS20! conjugation,! which! are! the! main!repressor!of!conjugation!(Rco),!quorumEsensing!peptide!(Phr)!and!an!antirepressor!that!belongs!to!a!large!family!of!proteins,!Rap,!which!are!mainly!encoded!by!bacilli.!We!also!found!that!the!presence!of!pLS20cat!inhibits!competence!of!its!host.!We!have!identified!the!pLS20!located!gene!responsible!for!this.!The!biological!significance!of!this!gene!with!respect!to!evolution!has!also!been!discussed.!We!used!advanced!techniques!like!RNAseq!to!analyze!pLS20!transcriptome!and!fluorescent!microscopy!the!subcellular!localization!of! proteins! in! living! cells.! In! brief,! this! is! the! first! inEdepth! study! on! the! regulation! of!plasmid!conjugation!from!a!fertility!plasmid!of!Bacillus*subtilis.!The!results!presented!in!this! thesis! have! advanced! our! knowledge! on! regulation! of! plasmid! conjugation! in! B.*
subtilis! and! in! GramEpositive! bacteria.! In! general,! in! the! following! sections! of! the!introduction!the!current!knowledge!of!the!different!type!of!mechanisms!responsible!for!HGT,!detailed!mechanism!of!plasmid!conjugation!and!types!of!plasmids,!followed!by!the!regulatory! systems! a! few! prototypes! of! conjugation! systems! will! be! described.! Brief!introduction!of!pLS20!has!been!highlighted!in!the!end.!
1.2 Horizontal!Gene!Transfer!!
!! Horizontal!(lateral)!gene!transfer,!the!transfer!of!genes!between!different!species,!is! an! evolutionary! phenomenon.! HGT! is! recognized! as! one! of! the! most! troublesome!aspects! of! antibiotic! resistance! because! it! can! rapidly! move! resistance! genes! among!pathogenic,!commensal,!and!environmental!bacteria.!Recent!analyses!of!genomics!show!that! HGT! is! a! potent! force! in! prokaryotes.! The! percentage! of! genes! in! some! species!obtained!by!HGT!has!been!calculated!(15).!A!summary!of!these!studies!is!given!in!Table!1! (modified! from,! 15),! which! demonstrate! that! many! (pathogenic)! bacteria! contain!significant!percentage!of!genes!in!its!genome!by!HGT.!!
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HGT!occurs!by! three!main!mechanisms:!1)! transformation,!2)! transduction!and!3)!conjugation! (6,! 16,! 17).! A! description! of! each! of! these! three!mechanisms! is! described!below.! Another,! recently! described! mechanism! of! HGT! called! phageErelated!chromosomal!islands!(PCRI),!is!not!described!here!(18).!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!























Thermatoga)maritima) ! 11.63!*The!percentage!HGT!was!calculated!by!dividing!the!number!of!proposed!transferred!genes!by!the! sum! of! nonproposed! ones,! excluding! genes! smaller! than! 300! bp,! proposed! transferred!genes.!
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matrix! of! colonies! of! probably! most! bacterial! species! and! is! present! at! high!concentrations! in! diverse! prokaryotic! habitats!and! persist! for! considerable! time! (20).!Supporting! to! this!view,!a! recent! study!provides!evidence! that! the! GramEpositive!Bacillus* subtilis!cells! secrete! DNA! actively! in! its! environment!during! competence! development! (21).!Development! of! competence! involves! the!regulated! expression! of! genes! encoding! for!proteins! that! constitute! the! sophisticated! DNA!uptake! system.! This! DNA! uptake! machinery! is!related! to! type! IV! pili! and! type! II! secretion!systems! (19,! 22).! Figure! 1! summarizes!transformation! steps! as! 1)! absorbing! foreign! ssDNA! by! competent! cell! and! 2)!recombination! of! exogenous! DNA!with! host! chromosome! resulted! in! new! genetically!transformed!cells.!!! In!this!thesis!we!described!that!pLS20,!a!native!plasmid!from!B.*subtilis,!inhibits!competence! development! of! its! host.! The! results! obtained! provide! possible! clues! for!differences!in!competence!levels!that!are!developed!by!wild!type!Bacillus!strains.!!
1.2.2!Transduction!!Phages!play!an! important!role! in!gene! transfer! in! the!environment!because!of! their!wide!occurrence.!Some!phages!are!able! to! “mobilize”!bacterial!genes!by!encapsidating!the!corresponding!DNA!into!the!phage!head!and!transfer!into!another!cell!by!injection.!For! a! long! time,! phages! were! assumed! to! be! species! specific! and! rarely! crossed!boundaries! of! species.!However,! the! discovery! of! broadEhostErange! (BHR)! generalized!transducing! phages! (23,! 24)! changed! this! view! completely.! There! are! few! examples!where!transduction!can!even!occur!between!bacteria!belonging!to!different!classes!(25)!and!the!range!of!organisms!into!which!a!phage!can!inject!its!DNA!can!be!wider!than!the!infective!host!range!(25,!26).!




antireceptor!in!the!same!phage!(29,!30).!Thus,!phages!evolved!different!machineries!to!invade! its! host! and! at! least! some! of! them! are! able! to! mobilize! bacterial! genes! and!transfer!them!to!other!bacterium.!There! are! two! types! of! transduction:! generalized! and! specialized! (31,! 32).!Generalized! transduction! can! transfer! any! host! gene! and! it! occurs! when! phage!packaging!accidentally!incorporates!bacterial!DNA!instead!of! phage!DNA! (32–34).! Specialized! transduction! is! due! to!faulty! excision! of! the! prophage! from! the! bacterial!chromosome.! The! schematic! diagram! given! in! Figure! 2!explains! the!mechanism!of! transduction! in!different! steps!as:!
Step! (1)! Phage!attaches! to! its!host! surface!and! injects! its!DNA,!!
Step!(2)!Phage!enzyme!degrades!host!DNA.!
Step! (3)!Phage!progeny!is!synthesized!inside!the!host!cell!that! has! incorporated! phage! DNA! and,! mistakenly,! some!host!DNA.!
Step! (4)! Transducing!phage! (with!donor!DNA)! injects! its!DNA!into!a!new!host.!!
Step! (5)! Injected!DNA!incorporated!into!the!chromosome!of!the!infected!cell!by!recombination.!




produces!a!mating!pair! formation! (Mpf)!system!that!enables! intimate!physical! contact!with! a! recipient! cell! through! a!membraneEspanning! protein!complex!and!a!surfaceEexposed!sex!pilus! (step! 1),! at! the! same! time!relaxase,! which! is! a!phosphodiesterase,! cleaves!substrate!DNA!in!a!siteE!and!strandEspecific!manner!within!the!origin!of!transfer! (oriT)! generating! ssDNA!and! remains! covalently! joined! to!the! 5’DNA! end,! resulting! in! a!nucleoprotein! complex! called! the!relaxasome! (39)(40)! (step! 2),! The!‘coupling! protein’! (T4CP)! links! the!relaxasome!to!the!secretion!pore!formed!by!the!MpF!system,!through!which!the!ssDNA!passes!on!its!way!to!the!recipient!cell!(41)!(step!3),!and!conversion!of!received!ssDNA!into! dsDNA! in! the! recipient! cell! (step! 4).! New! donor! cell! is! now! ready! to! transfer! its!plasmid!to!potential!recipient!same!as!mentioned!earlier.!Mpf/CP!conjugation!systems!belong! to! the! family!of! type! IV!secretion!systems!(42).!Much! less! is!known!about!how!DNA!crosses!the!recipient!cell!membranes.!In! GramEpositive! bacteria,! some! conjugative! elements! produce! surfaceEpresented!protein!factors!that!induce!cell!aggregation!(43).!Very!little!is!known!about!conjugation!systems! on! plasmids! from!GramEpositive! bacteria! compared! to! that! of! GramEnegative!bacteria!(for!general!review!see,!47).!




that! followed! shortly! after! entering! into! the! era! of! antibiotic! treatment! for! bacterial!infections.!Thus,!the!majority!of!conjugative!plasmids!were!studied!because,!in!one!way!or!another,!they!affected!the!well!being!of!humans.!Till!date,!many!conjugative!plasmids!have! been! discovered! from! both! GramEnegative! and! GramEpositive! bacteria.! A! list! of!various!conjugative!plasmids!from!GramEpositive!bacteria!is!given!in!Table!2!(modified!from,!47).!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1.2.3.2!Mobilizable!plasmids!!



















1.2.3.3!Integrative!and!Conjugative!Elements!(ICEs)!!! ICEs!are!a!diverse!group!of!genetic!elements!that!encode!the!functions!required!to! integrate! into! their!bacterial!host! chromosome!and! to! transfer! themselves!between!cells!by!conjugation.!As!illustrated!in!Figure!4,!upon!induction,! ICEs! excise! themselves! from! the!chromosome! by! siteEspecific! recombination! and!form!a! circular! intermediate! (steps!1! and!2).!Next,!ssDNA! generated! from! resulting! circular!intermediate! is! transferred! through! a!mating! pore!encoded! by! ICEs! (step! 3)! and! integrate! by!recombination! between! a! specific! site! of! this!transferred!DNA! and! a! site! in! the! genome! of! their!host!(step!4)!(46–48).!!The! ICEs! include! conjugative! transposons!and!conjugative! transposonElike!genomic! islands,!as!well! as! numerous! unclassified! mobile! genetic! elements! (MGEs).! Genome! sequence!analyses! suggest! that! ICEs! are! widespread! in! bacteria! and! they! probably! contribute!importantly!to!horizontal!gene!transfer.!Like!other!MGEs,!host!range!for!ICEs!also!varies!like!other!MGEs!(49).!!!!
Figure!4:!Basic! steps! involved! in!
transfer!of!ICEs!
!Table&3:&Some&mobilizable&plasmids,&their&hosts&and&superfamily&
Plasmid& Size&(kbp)& Bacterial&Source& Superfamily&RSF1010! 8.684! Escherichia)coli) MOBQ!pIE1130! 10.687! Environmental)sample) MOBQ!pAB6! 5.597! Neisseria)meningitidis) MOBQ!pAsal2! 5.424! Aeromonas)salmonicida) MOBP!pSK639! 8.013! Staphylococcus)epidermidis) MOBP!pS194! 4.397! Staphylococcus)aureus) MOBP!ColE1! 6.650! Escherichia)coli) MOBHEN!pC! 5.269! Salmonella)enteritidis) MOBHEN!pLG13! 6.293! Escherichia)coli) MOBHEN!pMV158! 5.536! Streptococcus)agalactiae) pMV158!pI4! 14.000! Bacillus)coagulans) pMV158!pBC16! 4.630! Bacillus)cereus) pMV158!CloDF13! 9.957! Enterobacter)cloacae) CloDF13!
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!
1.3!Regulation!of!Conjugation!Machinery!! Conjugation!systems!are!present!on!many!plasmids!present!in!GramEpositive!or!GramEnegative! bacteria.! Conjugative! elements! have! evolved! regulatory! systems! to!minimize! the! metabolic! and! phenotypic! load! that! is! imposed! on! the! host! by! the!synthesis! of! the! conjugative! transfer! apparatus! while! optimizing! the! adaptive!advantages!of! selfEtransmission.!Regulatory!circuits!of!conjugation!systems!present!on!severl!plasmids!replicating!in!GramEnegative!bacteria!has!been!studied!in!considerable!detail.! Less! is! known! about! regulatory! circuits! present! on! ICEs! and! especially! on!plasmids!of!GramEpositive!bacteria.!!Conjugative! systems!present!on!various!plasmids! from!GramEnegative!bacteria!and!a!few!plasmids!replicating!in!GramEpositive!bacteria!(chiefly!enterococci)!have!been!studied!in!considerable!detail!(for!review!see,!12,!41,!50)!.!Conjugative!systems!are!also!present! on! transferable! elements! that! are! integrated! in! bacterial! genomes! known! as!integrative! and! conjugative! elements! (ICEs)! and! the! regulatory! system! of! some! ICEs!have! been! studied! in! considerable! detail! (51,! 52).! A! shared! feature! of! the! regulatory!circuits! of! conjugative! systems! is! that! transcriptional! and! postEtranscriptional!mechanisms!are!used! to!ensure! that! expression!of! the! transfer!genes! in!not! an!undue!burden!on!the!host!cell.!In!general,!conjugative!systems!are!in!a!default!“OFF”!state!and!their!transfer!is!induced!in!response!to!environmental!and!physiological!signlas!as!well!as! by! the! presence! of! recipient! cells.! Detailed! knowledge! about! the! mechanism! of!regulation! is! available! for! only! a! few! transfer! systems! and! the! last! review!dates! from!several!years!ago!(53,!54).!Here!summary!of!a!few!regulatory!circuits!known!from!both!GramEpositive! and! GramEnegative! bacteria! is! given.! The! different! regulatory!mechanisms!have!been!classified!based!on! the! conjugationEinducing! signal,!being! (i)! a!peptide,!(ii)!stress,!or!(iii)!other.!!
1.3.1!PeptideImediated!regulation!of!conjugation!
1.3.1.1!Quorum!sensing!regulated!conjugation!Quorum!sensing!(QS)!is!a!common!way!by!which!bacteria!communicate!with!one!another! using! small! and! diffusible! chemical! signaling! molecules.! When! the!concentration!of!a!signaling!molecule!reaches!a!certain! ‘‘quorum’’,!bacteria!respond!by!altering!its!gene!expression!profile!at!a!(sub)!populationEwide!scale!(for!review!see,!55,!56).!In!essence!therefore,!QS!serves!as!a!simple!indicator!of!population!density.!In!most!cases,! QS! serves! to! activate! a! set! of! genes! or! a! differentiation! pathway! when! a! cell!population! reaches! a! certain! density.! However,! QS! serves! to! repress! the! genes!
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responsible! for! the! conjugative! transfer! of! the! ICEBs1,! which! is! present! in! several!B.!
subtilis*strains.!!
ICEBs1!!! An!integrative!and!conjugative!element!named!ICEBs1! is!present!in!the!genome!of!the!B.* subtilis*168! strain! used! in! various! laboratories,! but! is! not! present! in! other! 168!derived! strains! as! PY79.! ICEBs1! conjugation! is! kept! in! the! default! “OFF”! state! by! a!master! regulator! that! represses! expression! of! the! conjugation! genes! called! as! ImmR.!ICEBs1!contains!a!rap8phr!cassette!(rapI8phrI),!which!is!located!near!the!right!end!of!the!element! (see! Fig.! 5A).! RapI! can! activate! the! conjugation! genes! by! relieving! ImmREmediated!repression!of!the!conjugation!genes,!and!the!mature!signaling!peptide!derived!from! PhrI! regulates! activity! of! RapI.! Efficient! conjugation! of! ICEBs1! occurs! on! solid!medium! and! when! cells! are! in! the! stationary! phase.! Concordantly,! rapI! of! ICEBs1!appears! to! be! repressed! during! the! exponential! growth! phase! by! the! global! regulator!AbrB!(57).!!! In!summary,!as!shown!in!Figure!5A,!ImmR!inhibits!the!expression!of!excisionase!(xis)! and! additional! downstream! genes! necessary! for! ICEBs1! excision! and! transfer.!Expression!of!the!rapI8phrI!cassette!during!stationary!phase!results! in!accumulation!of!intracellular!RapI!that!results!in!relief!of!ImmREmediated!repression!of!the!conjugation!genes.!The!activity!of!RapI!is!regulated!by!PhrI!whose!concentration!depends!upon!the!ratio!of!donor!and!recipient!cells!(47,!58,!59).!!Consequently,!when!most!or!all!cells!within!a!population!contain!the!conjugative!element!and!extracellular! levels!of! the!signaling!peptides!are!high,! conjugation!will!be!inhibited.!On!the!contrary,!conjugation!will!be!activated!when!many!recipient!cells!are!present!within!the!population.!Thus,!in!this!case!QS!is!used!to!arrange!that!conjugation!genes!become!activated!only!when!recipient!cells!are!potentially!present.!!
1.3.1.2!Pheromone!induced!conjugation!In! the! case! of! the! conjugation! systems!present! on! ICEBs1,! accumulation!of! the!signaling!peptide! results! in! repression!of! the! conjugation!genes.!Peptides! can! regulate!conjugation! also! in! a! fundamentally! different! way,! in! the! sense! that! they! activate!conjugation!rather! than! inhibiting! it.!RecipientEencoded!peptides! that! induce!are!often!referred!to!as!pheromones.!One!example! is! the!conjugation!system!present!on! the!pTI!plasmid!of!the!GramEnegative!Agrobacterium*tumefaciens!responsible!for!transfer!of!the!plasmid! into! plant! cells,! which! can! lead! to! induction! of! tumors.! Activation! of! pTI!conjugation!requires!two!signaling!peptides,!one!produced!by!the!plant!and!the!other!by!the!donor!cell!(60).!pTI!conjugation!concerns!transfer!of!bacterial!DNA!into!eukaryotic!cells!and!will!not!be!discussed!here!further.!
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PheromoneEinduced! conjugation! also! occurs! for! the! enterococcal! plasmids!pPD1,! pAD1! and! pCF10! which! are! representatives! of! a! large! family! of! conjugative!plasmids!collectively!known!as!pheromoneEresponsive!plasmids!(for!review!see!61–64).!The! general! regulatory! systems! of! these! plasmids! have! similar! basics,! although!differences! between! plasmids! exist.! Here,! we! summarize! as! a! prototype! pheromone!induced!regulation!of!plasmid!pCF10.!!
pCF10!
!! This! pheromone! responsive! enterococcal! plasmid! has! a! size! of! 67,673bp.! The!pCF10! pheromone–sensing! system! involves! two! signaling! molecules.! One! of! them! is!peptide!cCF10,!whose!gene!is!located!on!the!bacterial!chromosome.!The!other!signaling!peptide,! iCF10,! is! encoded! by! plasmid! pCF10.! During! the! unEinduced! state,! pCF10!containing! cells! secrete! a! mixture! of! both! peptides.! However,! the! levels! of! secreted!iCF10! is! about! 80Efold! higher! than! that! of! cCF10! because! the! secretion! of! the! cCF10!peptide!is!reduced!by!a!mechanism!that!involves!the!pCF10Eencoded!PrgY!protein,!(65).!Upon! binding! to! iCF10,! PrgX! adopts! a! repressive! complex! that! binds! to! the! main!conjugation!promoter!PQ!(66).!However,!promoter!PQ!is!not!fully!repressed!under!these!conditions!allowing!synthesis!of!the!small!transcript!Qs,!which!aborts!at!terminator!IRS1!and! does! not! lead! to! production! of! conjugation! proteins! (see! Fig.! 5B).! Qs! transcript!encode! for! the! iCF10! peptide.! At! the! same! time,! transcripts! derived! from! the! Px!promoter! generate! sufficient! amounts!of!PrgX! to!keep!PQ! activity!below! the! threshold!required! for! expression! of! conjugation! genes.! Besides! this! main! regulatory! pathway,!regulation! of! pCF10! conjugation! genes! also! involves! a! countertranscriptEmediated!mechanism! (67).! A! change! in! the! ratio! of! the! two! peptides! can! occur! either! by! the!presence!of!recipients,!Ethat!secrete!cCF10!but!no!iCF10E,!or!by!rapid!diffusion!of!iCF10,!which!occurs!when!donor!cells!enter!the!bloodstream.!In!the!first!case,!the!cCF10EPrgX!complexes!formed!cause!an!allosteric!conformational!change!and!result!in!deErepression!of! promoter! PQ!(66).! Consequently,! transcripts! starting! from! the! PQ! promoter! extend!past!IRS1!terminator!and!downstream!conjugation!genes!become!transcribed!resulting!in!conjugation!(68).!At!the!same!time,!the!activity!of!the!PX!promoter!drops!significantly,!and!PrgX!protein!levels!also!decrease!modestly.!In!the!second!case,!i.e.!in!bloodstreamErelated! infections,! a! host! factor,! probably! an! albumin/lipid! complex,! selectively!sequesters! or! degrades! iCF10,! leading! to! induction! (by! endogenous! cCF10)! of!conjugation!proteins.!Derepression! of! PQ! promoter! during! induced! state! increases! transcription! of!prgQ!operon!that!leads!to!overproduction!of!iCF10.!As!a!result,!this!favors!formation!of!
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the!iCF10EPrgX!repressorEcomplex!which!again!turns!off!expression!of!the!conjugation!genes.!Thus,!the!synthesis!of!iCF10,!its!processing!time,!export!and!reimport!decide!the!shortEtime! window! of! highElevel! prgQ! operon! expression! and! conjugation! of! pCF10!(69).!!
1.3.2!Stress!induced!activation!of!conjugation!Different! mechanisms! have! been! described! above! how! conjugation! genes! are!activated! directly! or! indirectly! by! peptides! that! are! an! indication! of! the!presence/absence! of! recipient! cells.! Conjugation! genes!may! also! be! activated! for! very!different!reasons,!being!adverse!conditions! like!UV! irradiation,!nutrient!deprivation!or!other!environmental!factors!that!causes!stress!to!the!donor!cell.!It!is!worth!mentioning!that! adverse! conditions! are! also! a!major! cause! for! temperate! phages! to! activate! their!lytic! pathway! resulting! in! the! liberation! of! phage! progeny! in! the! environment.!Therefore,! these! responses! can! be! regarded! as! a! way! to! escape! a! host! whose! future!integrity!is!uncertain!and!replace!it! for!another!one.!As!outlined!below,!this!strategy!is!adopted! by! ICEs! and! by! some! plasmids! if! we! consider! that! adverse! conditions! can!upregulate!conjugation!genes.!!!
StressIinduced!conjugation!of!ICEs!
! StressEinduced!conjugation!has!been!described!for!several!ICEs!(for!review!see,!71).!DNA!damaging!agents!or!other! insults!provoke! the! cell! to!produce!SOS! response.!Amongst!others,!this!results!in!RecAEstimulated!autocleavage!of!repressors!of!some!ICEs!causing! them! to! become! activated.! This! same! mechanism! is! also! responsible! for!activating!the!lytic!pathway!of!temperate!phages.!A!special!case!is!ICEBs1!of!B.*subtilis.!Above,! it! is! explained! that! conjugation! of! ICEBs1! is! activated! by! a! QS! mechanism!involving! a! rap8phr! cassette.! Interestingly,! the! ICEBs1! conjugation! genes! are! also!induced!when!cells!are!insulted!leading!to!induction!of!the!SOS!response!(47).!However,!inactivation! of! the! ICEBs1! repressor! ImmR! is! not! a! consequence! of! RecAEstimulated!autoproteolyis! of! ImmR,! but! requires! the! ICEBs1! endcoded! metalloEpeptidase! ImmA!(58)!(see!Fig.!5A).!In!other!cases,!sublethal!concentrations!of!antibiotics!can!also!induce!conjugation! of! ICEs;! for! example! ciprofloxacin! may! promote! the! spread! of! SXT! and!tetracycline! enables! transcription!of! the! tra*genes! required! for! transfer! of!Tn916! (71,!72).!!
pSLT! pSLT! is! an! FElike! conjugative! plasmid! from!Salmonella*enterica.! The! control! of!conjugal! transfer! in! the!FElike!plasmids!usually! relies!on! regulatory!elements!encoded!on! the! plasmid! itself! and!has! been!well! described! (see! review,! 73).! In! addition! to! the!
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above! mentioned! mechanism,! in! pSLT! plasmid! it! has! been! shown! that! hostEencoded!functions!are!also! involved!in!the!circuitry!that!governs!mating!as! illustrated!in!Figure!5C! (74).! Under! aerobic! conditions,! succinate! dehydrogenase! (SdhABCD)! acts! as! a!repressor! of! traJ! transcription! (in! an! unknown! manner)! keeping! conjugation! in! the!“OFF”! state.! Under! conditions! of! microaerobiosis,! a! signal! transduction! system!responsive! to! the! oxygen! level,! ArcAB,! induces! the! conjugation! genes! of! pSLT! (75).!Binding! of! the! transcription! factor! ArcA! upstream! of! the! main! tra! promoter! (PtraY)!activates! expression! of! the! tra! genes! (76).! Additionally,! ArcA! also! activates! traJ!transcription! indirectly! by! inhibiting! Sdh! synthesis.! TraJ! initiates! conjugation! by!activating! TraY,! but! the!mechanism! of! activation! is! not! clear.! Another! environmental!condition! that! influences! pSLT! transfer! is! the! nutrition! level.! LeucineEresponsive!regulatory!protein!(Lrp)!coEordinates!cell!metabolism!in!response!to!the!availability!of!nutrients! in! the! external! environments.! In! case! of! nutrient! deprivation,! Lrp!autogenously!enhance! its!own! transcription!and!also! induces! traJ! transcription!and! in!turn!pSLT!conjugation! (77).!Lrp!has!also!been!shown! to!play!an! important! role! in! the!expression!of!some!pilus!genes!and!in!pilus!phase!variation!in!some!E.*coli!strains!(for!review!see,!78).!The!assessment!of!metabolic!conditions!via!Lrp!control!might!provide!and!obvious!advantage!as!pilus!building!as!well!as!DNA!transfer!are!energy!consuming!processes.!!
1.3.3!Other!systems!!
Above,!we!have!described!various!mechanisms,!which! ensure! that! conjugation!systems! are! expressed! only!when! recipient! cells! are! potentially! present,! or!when! the!integrity! of! donor! cell! is! compromised.! However,! in! some! cases! the! decisive! factors!responsible!for!activating!the!conjugation!genes!are!not!(fully)!clear.!Below,!we!mention!a!few!of!these!cases.!!
pIP501!
The!30.6!kb!plasmid!pIP501,!originally!identified!in!the!GramEpositive!bacterium!
Streptococcus*agalactiae! (79),! exhibits! a! very! broad! host! range.! Besides! being! able! to!replicate! in! Gram! positive! streptococci,! lactobacilli,! enterococci,! lactococci,!staphylococci,!bacilli,!listeria!and!clostridia,!it!can!also!replicate!in!the!Gram!negative!E.*
coli!(80).!The!first!gene!of!the!putative!transfer!operon!(tra)!is!named!traA!(see!Fig!5D).!The! TraA! protein! encoded! by! pIP501! is! a! DNA! relaxase.! The! nicking! and! closing!activities!of!TraA!are!required!to!initiate!the!sysnthesis!of!ssDNA!that!is!transferred!into!
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the! recipient! cell.! Thus,! it! introduces! a! siteE! and! strandEspecific! nick! at! the! origin! of!transfer! (oriT)! allowing! one! strand! to! be! displaced! as! a! consequence! of! rolling! circle!type!of!replication!by!extending!replication!at!the!OH!group!of!the!3´Eend!at!the!nick!site.!Interestingly,! TraA! also! functions! as! a! repressor! of! the! Ptra! promoter! (80).! The! Ptra!promoter,!which!overlaps!partially!with!oriT,! is! located!upstream!of!traA,!and!controls!expression! of! traA! and! other! downstreamElocated! conjugation! genes.! Thus,! TraA!represses! its! own! transcription! together! with! other! conjugation! genes,! but! how! it! is!induced! or! what! is! standby! mode! of! this! plasmid! is! not! very! clear.! However,! qPCR!analysis!showed!that!pIP501!tra!genes!are!expressed!during!the!entire!growth!cycle!of!
E.*faecalis!(80).!!
pIJ101!Plasmid! pIJ101! was! originally! isolated! from! mycelium! forming! Streptomyces*
lividans*ISP5434.!It!is!an!8,830Ebp!covalently!closed!circular!(CCC)!plasmid!that!encodes!for! a! single! gene,! tra,! which! is! essential! for! its! intermycelial! transfer! (81).! The! Tra!protein!has!homology!with!the!DNA!motor!proteins!SpoIIIE!of!B.*subtilis*and!FtsK!of!E.*






















In!the!above!section,!we!learned!about!Horizontal!gene!transfer!and!its!role!in!bacterial!evolution!especially!via!conjugation.!We!know!that!good!understanding!of!the!process!of!conjugation! and! its! transcriptional! regulation! can! provide! insights! into! bacterial!evolution.! These! findings! will! also! have! important! socioeconomic,! medical! and!biotechnological!implications.!For!example,!it!may!provide!valuable!information!to!help!control!the!explosive!global!spread!of!antibiotic!resistance,!and!it!may!form!the!basis!to!construct! tools! to!modify! clinically!or! industrially! important!bacteria.!We!also!noticed!that!a!lot!of!study!has!been!done!for!various!plasmids!present!in!GramEnegative!bacteria!but! very! less! is! known! about! plasmids! from! GramEpositive! bacteria.! To! increase! our!understanding! about! conjugation! system! and! its! regulation! in! GramEpositive! bacteria,!we!used!a!native!plasmid!from!Bacillus*subtilis.!Below!brief!description!about!B.*subtilis!and!the!plasmid!pLS20!is!given.!
1.4!Bacillus)subtilis))
The! genus!Bacillus! includes! both! nonEpathogenic! and! pathogenic! species.! Two!pathogenic! Bacillus! species! are! considered! medically! significant:! B.* anthracis,*which!causes!anthrax,*and!B.*cerecus,!which!causes! food!poisoning.!Other!Bacillus*species!B.*
thuringiensis!produces!insecticidal!endotoxins!that!are!used!to!control!insect!pests!and!hence! have! an! agricultural! importance.! Many! species! of! Bacillus! can! secrete! large!amounts! of! important! enzymes! for! example;! B.* amyloliquefaciens! is! the! source! of!natural! antibiotic! protein! barnase! (a! ribinuclease),! α−amylase,! proteinase! subtilisin,!and!BamHI! restriction! enzyme.! Thus! genus!Bacillus! consists! of!many! species! having!industrial,!medical!and!agricultural!research!importance!
Bacillus*subtilis!in!particular!has!been!intensely!studied!over!many!years!and,!as!a!consequence,!it!is!presently!the!bestEcharacterized!GramEpositive!bacterium!(86).!The!strong! interest! of! the! scientific! community! for! B.* subtilis! was! prompted! by! its!developmental! processes,! like! development! of! the! competent! state! for! DNAEbinding!and!uptake,!and!formation!of!spores! i.e.!sporulation.!The!high!amenability! for!genetic!engineering! and! largeEscale! fermentation! made! B.* subtilis! an! organism! of! choice! for!industrial! applications! (87).! Whole! genome! sequencing! of! B.* subtilis! represented! an!enormous! technology! push! (88,! 89),! which! was! followed! up! by! genomeEwide! gene!function! analysis! (90).! Recently,! B.* subtilis! was! shown! to! be! an! excellent! model!
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organism! for! Systems! Biological! analyses! on! gene! regulation! under! different! growth!conditions!(91,!92).!Strikingly,!whereas!so!much!study!has!been!done!on!B.*subtilis,!still!little! is!known!about! their!plasmids!and!even! less!about!conjugation!systems!present!on!them.!The!main!reason!for!this!is!that!most!of!these!studies!were!performed!using!the! highly! transformable!B.* subtilis! strain! 168! that! does! not! harbor! any! endogenous!plasmid.!However,!about!20%!of*natural!isolates!of!B.*subtilis!are!estimated!to!contain!a!plasmid! (93).! In! addition,! it! has! recently! become! clear! that! B.* subtilis! are! gut!commensals!in!animals!and!humans!(94).!This!means!that!B.*subtilis*plasmids!may!play!an!important!role!in!HGT!at!various!levels!and!this!warrants!a!better!understanding!of!them.!
1.5!Plasmid!pLS20!!pLS20!was!first!isolated!from!B.*subtilis!natto!strain!IF03335!and!a!physical!map!with!several!type!II!restriction!enzymes!was!constructed!by!Tanaka!et*al.!(95).!Koehler!and!Thorne!have!shown!that!pLS20!is!selfEtransmissible!by!conjugation!and!that!it!can!also! mediate! interspecies! transfer! of! mobilizable! plasmids! (96).! pLS20! was! the! first!reported!example!of!a! fertility!plasmid! in!a!Bacillus! species!other! than!B.*thuringiensis*(96).!Itaya!et!al.!labeled!pLS20!with!a!chloramphenicol!resistance!marker,!pLS20cat,!and!showed! that! transmission! of! pLS20cat! occurred! during! exponential! growth! stage.!Transfer! efficiency! reported! was! one! order! of! magnitude! higher! (4.01x10E4/donor/15min)! in! liquid!media! than! transfer! frequency! reported! for!mating! on! solid!media!(1.3x10E5/donor/15min)!(14).!A!1.1kb!region!of!the!pLS20!contains!all!the!information!required!for!autonomous!replication.! This! 1.1! kb! origin! region! is! located! between! two! divergently! transcribed!genes,! denoted! orfA! and! orfB,* both! of! which! are! not! required! for! replication.! The!replication!mechanism!of!pLS20!could!not!be!classified!to!the!Rolling!Circle!Mechanism!(RCM)!because!of!the!lack!of!the!characteristic!features!of!RCM!in!the!replicon!of!pLS20.!Rather,! the! data! obtained! supports! for! that! replication! occurs! via! ThetaEtype!Mechanism.!The!minimal!replicon!of!pLS20!does!not!encode!for!a!classical!Rep!protein!and! its!replication! is! independent!of!PolI,!both!these!characters!are! important! for!the!classification!of!Theta!type!replication.!Based!on!this!and!other!data,!pLS20!replication!has!been!classified!as!a!new!class!of!theta!replicons!(97).!!pLS20!contains!an!alp7A!operon!which!has!been!shown!to!stabilize!pLS20!plasmid!(98,! 99).! Two! genes! alp7A! and! alp7R! are! present! in! the! alp7A! operon! of! the! pLS20.!Alp7A! is!a!bacterial!actin!and! its! function!requires! that! it!assemble! into! filaments! that!treadmill! and! exhibit! dynamic! stability.!Alp7R! is! a!negative! regulator! and!presumably!
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Escherichia)coli)and!B.)subtilis! strains!were!grown! in!Luria1Bertani! (LB)!medium!or!on!1.5%!LB!agar!plates!(102).!When!appropriate,!media!or!agar!plates!were!supplemented!with!the! following!antibiotics:!ampicillin!(100!μg/ml),!erythromycin!(1!and!150!μg/ml!for!B.)subtilis!and!E.)coli,!respectively),!chloramphenicol!(5!μg/ml),!spectinomycin!(100!μg/ml),! kanamycin! (10! μg/ml).! Transformants! were! selected! on! LB! agar! plates! with!appropriate! antibiotics.! For! sporulation! experiments,! Bacillus! strains! were! grown! in!Schaeffer´s!medium!(103).!Strains!and!plasmids!used!are!listed!in!Supplementary!Table!2! and! Supplementary! Table! 3,! respectively.! B.) subtilis! strains! are! all! isogenic! with! B.)
subtilis! strain! 168! (Bacillus! Genetic! Stock! Centre! code! 1A700).! Oligonucleotides! used!(Isogen! Life! Sciences,! The! Netherlands)! are! listed! in! Supplementary! Table! 4.! Phr*LS20!peptide!was!synthesized!by!the!Proteomics!department!of!our!Institute.!!!
Plasmid)pLS20cat)isolation,)sequencing)and)sequence)analysis)
)Plasmid! pLS20cat! used! for! sequencing! was! isolated! by! isopycnic! cesium! chloride!ethidium! bromide! gradients! (102).! Two! different! approaches! were! used! to! clone!pLS20cat! fragments! in!pBluescript!KS+! (pBSK+)! vector.! In! the! first! approach,!HindIII1digested!fragments!of!pLS20cat!were!cloned!in!the!corresponding!site!of!pBSK+.!In!the!second! approach,! purified! pLS20cat! DNA!was! partially! digested!with! Sau3A! and! then!fragments! ranging! in! size!between!0.6!and!2kb!were! isolated! from!agarose!gels.!Next,!these!fragments!were!clone!in!pBSK+!vector.!To!avoid!cloning!of!multiple!fragments!in!the! same! vector,! the! following! strategy!was! followed.! The! pLS20cat! Sau3A! fragments!were! treated! with! Klenow! enzyme! in! the! presence! of! GTP! and! ATP! nucleotides.!Similarly,! SalI! linearized! pBSK+! was! treated! with! Klenow! enzyme! in! the! presence! of!nucleotides!CTP!and!TTP.!Next,!a! ligation!mixture!of! these!partially! filled1in! fragments!was! used! to! transform! competent! E.! ! Coli! XL11Blue! cells.! Finally,! plasmid! DNA! was!isolated!from!100!white!transformants!grown!on!IPTG/X1gal/ampicillin!complemented!agar! plates! and! the! borders! of! the! cloned! inserts! were! sequenced! using! universal!primers!M13Rev!ad!M13Fw121.!The!DNA!sequences!obtained!were!then!used!to!design!primers,!which!were!used! in! a! subsequent! round!of!DNA! sequencing!using!maxi1prep!purified!pLS20cat! as! template!DNA.!pLS20cat!was! then! sequenced! to! completeness! in!additional! rounds! by! the! primer! walking! strategy.! Sequencing! was! performed! by!capillary! electrophoresis! on! an! ABI! PRISM! 3730x1! equipment! (Applied! Biosystems)!with! Big1Dye! Terminators! v3.1! at! the! Genomic! Unit! “Antonia!Martin! Gallardo”! of! the!“Foundation!Parque!Cientifico!Madrid!(FPCM)”.!!
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DNA! sequences! were! analyzed! and! assembled! using! the! Lasergene! software!package!from!DNASTAR,!Inc!(Madison,!WI,!USA).!Putative!genes!were!initially!identified!using!the!PRODIGAL!program!(104)!and!subsequent!checked!manually.!Additional!DNA!analyses!were!performed!using!Sci!Ed!Central!Clone!manager!Profession!Suite!(version!6)!in!combination!with!the!online!tools!of!Blast!(http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi)!and!Expasy!(http://www.expasy.org/).!!
)
Transformation)
E.)coli!cells!were!transformed!using!standardized!methods!(102).!For!standard!B.)subtilis)transformations,! competent! cells! were! prepared! as! described! by! Bron! (1990).! For!making!knockout!version!of!pLS20cat,!high!competency!protocol!was!used!as!described!by!Zhang!and!Zhang!(105).!!
Construction)of)plasmids)and)strains)DNA!techniques!were!performed!using!standard!molecular!methods!(102).!All!enzymes!used!were!purchased!from!New!England!Biolabs,!USA.!The!correctness!of!all!constructs!was!verified!by!sequence!analysis.!!Strain! PKS1! containing! rokLS20) driven! by! IPTG! inducible! Pspank) promoter! at! the!chromosomal!amyE)locus,!was!constructed!as! follows.!First,! the!DNA!region!coding!for!
rokLS20)and!its!38!bp!upstream!region!including!a!putative!ribosomal!binding!site!(RBS)!was! amplified! from! plasmid! pLS20cat! by! polymerase! chain! reaction! (PCR),! using!primers! LSRok_FwHind! and! LS_Rok_RevXbaI.! The! purified! PCR! product! was! cleaved!with!HindIII!and!XbaI,!and!inserted!into!the!HindIII!and!NheI!sites!of!vector!pDR110!(a!gift!from!D.!Rudner)!to!produce!pPSrok.!Next,!the!Pspank1rokLS20)cassette!was!placed!at!the!
amyE) locus! on! the! B.) subtilis) chromosome! by! transforming! competent! B.) subtilis)168!cells! with! pPSrok! and! selecting! transformants! for! spectinomycin! resistance.! Double!crossover! events! were! confirmed! by! the! loss! of! the! amyE) functionality.! The! same!protocol!was!used!to!clone!rcoLS20!and!rapLS20!under!IPTG!inducible!Pspank!promoter!and!placed!at!amyE!locus!on!the!B.!subtilis!chromosome.!
In!plasmid!pPKS26!rapI!is!placed!under!the!control!of!the!Physpank!promoter.!This!plasmid! was! constructed! by! first! amplifying! a! rapI! containing! DNA! fragment! by! PCR!using! oligos! oGR85! and! oGR86! and! B.) subtilis! 168! DNA! as! template.! Next! the! PCR!fragment!was!digested!with!NheI!and!SphI!and!cloned!in!vector!pDR111!digested!with!the! same! enzymes.! Finally,! the! Physpank1rapI! construct!was! placed! at!amyE! locus! of! the!ICEBs1! negative! strain! PY79! by! using! plasmid! pPKS26! to! transform! competent! PY79!
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cells!resulting!in!strain!PKS139.!!
To! construct! a! translational! fusion! of! rokLS20) with! yfp) encoding! yellow!fluorescent!protein,!the!rokLS20)gene!lacking!its!stop!codon!was!amplified!from!plasmid!pLS20cat!using!primers!oPKS3!and!oPK11.!Next,!the!purified!PCR!product!was!digested!with! EcoRI! and! KpnI! and! the! fragment! was! inserted! into! the! EcoRI1KpnI! sites! of!pSG4924! to! produce! clone! pPKSN7.! Strain! PKS44! was! obtained! by! transforming!competent!cells!of!strain!PKS21!with!pPKSN7.!
The!following!strategy!was!followed!to!construct!a!translational!fusion!of!rokLS20)with!his(6).!The!rokLS20)gene!was!amplified! from!pLS20cat!by!PCR!using!primers!oGR8!and!oGR9.!The!purified!PCR!product!was!digested!with!NdeI!and!XhoI!and!cloned! into!the!vector!pET28b(+)!digested!with! the! same! restriction!enzymes! to!produce!plasmid!pHis1RokLS20.!
The!following!strategy!was!followed!for!constructing!B.)subtilis!strain!containing!a! copy!of! lacZ! fused! to! the! rcoLS201gene!28! intergenic! region.!Almost!570!bp!upstream!sequences!of!gene!28!of!pLS20cat!plasmid!were!amplified!using!primers!Prom28UpBam!and!Prom28UpHind.!The!purified!PCR!product!was!cleaved!with!HindIII!and!BamHI,!and!inserted! into! same! sites! of! the! vector! pDG1663! to! produce! pDGP28.! Next! Pc1lacZ!construct! was! placed! at! thrC! locus! at! the! B.) subtilis! chromosome! by! transforming!competent!B.)subtilis!168!cells!with!pDGP28!resulted!in!erythromycin!resistance!strain!PKS3.!Double!crossover!events!were!confirmed!by!the!loss!of!spectinomycin!resistance.!
For!constructing!the!rokLS20)knockout!plasmid!pLS20rok,!we!amplified!the!2!kb!upstream!and!downstream!regions!of!rokLS20)using!primer1sets!oPKS16/oPKS17Pst!and!oPKS18Eco/oPKS19!respectively.!The!PCR!fragments!were!cleaved!with!PstI!and!EcoRI!respectively,! and! used! in! a! ligation!mixture! together!with! a!PstI1EcoRI! DNA! fragment!encompassing!the!neomycin!resistance!marker!obtained!from!plasmid!pBEST501.!This!ligation!mixture!was!then!used!to!transform!‘supercompetent’!PKS56!cells!that!harbour!pLS20cat! and! contain! a! Pxyl1comK) construct.! Replacement! of! rokLS20! on! pLS20cat! by!neomycin! resistance! gene! was! confirmed! by! PCR.! The! same! protocol! was! used! to!construct! derivatives! of! pLS20cat! in! which! the! rapLS20,! phrLS20) or) rcoLS20! genes! were!replaced!by!an!antibiotic!resistance!marker.!Transcriptional!fusions!PcomK1lacZ)and!PcomG1
gfp1,! and! the!∆rokBs168)construct!were! introduced! in! the!B.)subtilis)168!background!by!transforming!competent!cells!of!strain!168!with!total!DNA!of!strains!8G33,!8G51ComG1gfp!and!WKD1039.!
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Strains! containing! pLS20cat! were! obtained! by! conjugating! pLS20cat! using!PKS11!as!donor!cells.!!
β=Galactosidase)activity)assays)Overnight!cultures!were!diluted!1001fold! into! fresh!medium!and!samples!were!taken! at! 45! min! intervals! for! optical! density! reading! (OD600)! and! determining! β1galactosidase!activity!as!described!previously!(Miller,!1982).!
Fluorescence*microscopy)Cells!were!grown!in!competence!media,!or!in!LB!with!0.02%!xylose!were!placed!on! agarose! pads! (1.2%)! (Harwood! and! Cutting,! 1990).! DAPI! (4′,61diamidino121phenylindole)!(Sigma)!and!membrane!dye!FM95!(Invitrogen)!was!added!to!cells!5!min!prior! to! visualization.! Images! were! acquired! using! a! Nikon! Eclipse! Ti1U! inverted!epifluorescence!microscope!and!a!QImaging!Rolera!EM1C2!EM1CCD!Camera!under!100¥!phase!oil!objective,!and!were!processed!using!MetaMorph!software.!GFP!expressing!cells!and! total! number! of! cells!were! counted! by! ImageJ! cell! counter! program.! TIFF! images!were!further!processed!in!Adobe!Photoshop!CS2.!
Conjugation)assays)Unless! specified! otherwise,! conjugation! was! carried! out! in! liquid! medium! as!described! by! Itaya! et! al.! (14).! Thus,! for! standard! conjugation! experiments,! overnight!cultures!of!donor!and!recipient!cells,!grown!in!the!presence!of!appropriate!antibiotics,!were! diluted! 25! fold! in! fresh! 37! ⁰C! pre1warmed! LB! medium! without! antibiotics! and!grown! for! 2.5! h! in! shaking! (125! rpm)! water! bath.! Next,! 200! µl! of! both! donor! and!recipient!cells!were!mixed!in!2.5!ml!eppendorf!tube!and!incubated!for!15!min!at!37!⁰C!without!shaking!to!permit!conjugation.!Finally,!appropriate!dilutions!were!plated!on!LB!agar!plates!supplemented!with!proper!antibiotics!to!select!either!for!transconjugants!or!for!donor!cells.!When!conjugation!efficiencies!were!determined!as!a!function!of!growth,!overnight!cultures!were!diluted!to!an!OD600!of!0.01.!Next,!donor!and!recipient!cells!were!grown! separately! (180! rpm)! and! 200! µl! of! the! donor! and! recipient! cultures! were!withdrawn!at!different! times!and!proceeded!as!described!above.!Growth!was! followed!by!measuring!OD600!at! regular! intervals.! In!order! to! study! the!effect!on!conjugation!of!over1expression! of! a! given! gene! placed! under! the! control! of! the! inducible! Pspank!promoter,! IPTG! was! added! to! prewarmed! LB! medium! used! for! inoculation! of! the!overnight! grown! cultures.! Unless! mentioned! otherwise,! IPTG! was! added! to! a! final!concentration!of!1!mM.!
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!!!
His(6)=RokLS20)purification)An! overnight! culture! of! E.) coli)BL21! (DE3)! carrying! pHis1RokLS20!was! used! to!inoculate!(1001fold!dilution)!1!l!of!fresh!LB!medium!containing!30!mg!ml11!kanamycin!and!incubated!at!37°C!with!shaking.!At!OD600!of!0.5,!His(6)1RokLS20!was!induced!with!1!mM! IPTG! at! 37°C! and! growth! was! continued! for! 1! h.! Cells! were! collected! by!centrifugation!and!washed!in!1/10!vol.!of!buffer!A!(250!mM!NaCl,!10!mM!MgCl2,!20!mM!Tris1HCl! pH! 8,! 7%! glycerol,! 10! mM! imidazole,! 1! mM! b1mercaptoethanol).! After! cells!were!centrifuged!and!re1suspended!in!1/3!vol.!of!buffer!A!they!were!lysed!by!sonication!followed!by!DNase!I!treatment!for!30!min!at!4°C.!Next,!the!lysate!was!centrifuged!twice!(15!k,!30!min)!and!the!supernatant!was!collected,!mixed!with!1!ml!of!nickel!NTA!agarose!beads!equilibrated!with!buffer!A.!The!mixture!was!incubated!end1over1end!for!1!h!at!4°C!then! packed! into! a! column.! The! column! was! washed! with! extensive! amounts! (>! 50!column!volumes)! of! buffer!A! containing! increasing! concentrations! (10,! 20,! 30,! 50! and!100!mM)!of!imidazole.!Next,!the!His(6)1RokLS20!protein!was!eluted!in!eight!fractions!of!1!ml!of!buffer!A!containing! increasing!concentration!of! imidazole! (stepwise! from!250! to!500mM).!All! fractions!were!analysed!by!SDS1PAGE!and!only! the! fractions!with!>!95%!purity!were!pooled,!dialysed!against!buffer!B!(20!mM!Tris1HCl!pH!8.0,!1!mM!EDTA,!250!mM!NaCl,! 10!mM!MgCl2,! 7!mM! b1!mercaptoethanol,! 20%! v/v! glycerol)! and! stored! in!aliquots!at!180°C.!Protein!concentrations!were!determined!by!Bradford!assay.!
Gel)retardation)The!comK)and!comG)promoter!regions!were!amplified!by!PCR!using!primer!sets!PcomK1/PcomK2! and! PcomG1/! PcomG2! respectively,!with! 168! chromosomal!DNA! as!tem1! plate.! The! resulting! PCR! fragments!were! purified! and! equal! concentrations! (300!nM)!were!incubated!on!ice!in!binding!buffer![20!mM!Tris!HCl!pH!8,!1!mM!EDTA,!5!mM!MgCl2,!0.5!mM!DTT,!100!mM!KCl,!10%!(v/v)!glycerol,!0.05!mg/ml!BSA]!without!and!with!increasing!amounts!of!purified!His(6)1!RokLS20!in!a! total!volume!of!16!ml.!After!careful!mixing,!samples!were!incubated!for!20!min!at!30°C,!placed!back!on!ice!for!10!min,!then!loaded!onto!2%!agarose!gel!in!0.5!TBE.!Electrophoresis!was!carried!out!in!0.5!TBE!at!50!V!at!4°C.!Finally,!the!gel!was!stained!with!Ethidium!Bromide!(EtBr),!destained!in!0.5!TBE!and!photographed!with!UV!illumination.!
RNA)isolation)and)RNA)sequencing))
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Total!RNA!was! isolated! from! late! exponentially! growing! cells!by!using!RNeasy!Mini! Kit! from! Qiagen! according! to! manufacturer´s! protocol.! RNA! protect! solution!provided!by!Qiagen!was!used!to!ensure!the!integrity!of!RNA!during!isolation!and!also!to!stop!transcription!at!given!time!points.!RNA!was!treated!with!DNAseTurbo!(Ambion)!to!remove! possible! traces! of! contaminant! DNA.! Between! 5! to! 15! μg! of! total! RNA! was!subjected!to!rRNA!removal!using!RiboZero!(Epicentre,!either!Gram1positive!specific!or!metabacteria1specific)!following!the!manufacturer!instructions!to!obtain!1501250!ng!of!rRNA1depleted!RNA.!Next,!RNA!of!each!sample!was!used!to!prepare!cDNA!libraries!using!a! procedure! that! preserves! information! about! transcript’s! direction! (ScriptSeq!mRNA!library! prepration! kit,! Illumina! compatible;! Epicentre)(106).! As! specified! by! the!supplier,! samples!were! fragmented! for! 5!min! at! 85! ⁰C! and! subsequently! barcoded! so!that!they!could!be!run!in!combination.!After!library!prep,!samples!were!titrated!by!quantitative!PCR,!pooled!and!bound!at!a!final!concentration!of!about!10!pM!to!an!Illumina!SR1flowcell!using!a!Cluster!Station!apparatus! (Illumina).! Libraries! were! then! run! on! a! GAIix! equipment! (Unidad! de!Genómica,! Parque! Científico! de! Madrid)! by! SBS! under! a! single1read! 1x75! protocol.!Quality! filtering!was!performed!automatically! according! to! Illumina! specifications!and!fastq!files!generated.!!
Bioinformatic)analysis)of)RNAseq)data)Data!set.!The!analyzed!data!set!was!constituted!by!five!B.)subtilis)subsp.)subtilis)str.!168!and!plasmid!pLS20cat!samples!corresponding!to!four!different!experimental!conditions,!with!a!total!of!56,439,165!single!end!reads!of!36!nt!length!in!FASTQ!format.!Data!were!analyzed!using!the!standard!bioinformatic!analysis!workflow!of!a!RNA1seq!experiment.!Reads!quality.!A!preliminary!analysis!of!the!quality!of!the!reads!was!performed!using!FastQC,!a!Java!tool!with!graphic!interface!(http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/!projects/fastqc/).!Percentages!between!93.02!%!and!93.24!%!of!all!bases!had!a!quality!score!of!30!or!higher! (probability!of! incorrect!base!call!of!1013!or! lower)!and!between!85.43%! and! 85.85%! of! all! bases! had! a! quality! score! of! 35! or! higher! (probability! of!incorrect!base!call!of!3·1014!or!lower),!being!40!the!maximum!score!quality!reported!in!FASTQ! format! (probability!of! incorrect!base!call!of!1014!or! lower).!Because!of! the!high!quality!it!was!not!necessary!to!process!the!reads!by!filtering!or!trimming!them.!!Alignment:!The!reads!were!mapped! to! the!published!B.)subtilis)subsp.)subtilis! str.!168!and! plasmid! pLS20cat! reference! genomes! using! Bowtie! software(107)! with! the!following!parameters.!Maximum!allowed!number! of!mismatches! 3,! input! qualities! are!Phred+33! (108),! and! the! “1–best”! option! was! switched! on,! ensuring! that! reported!
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alignments!are!"best"!in!terms!of!chosen!criteria!(allowed!number!of!mismatches),!and!that! alignments! are! reported! in! best1to1worst! order.! Of! the! total! reads,! a! percentage!between!92.48!and!98.51!%!could!be!mapped!to!the!reference!genome!with!79!to!1061fold!sequencing!coverage!across!the!entire!genome.!Unmapped!reads!were!searched!in!UniVec!database!using!BLAST(109).!UniVec!is!a!database!that!contains!DNA!sequences!of!cloning/expression!vectors,!adapters,!linkers,!and!primers!that!are!commonly!used!in!the! process! of! cloning! and! sequencing! nucleic! acids! (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/!VecScreen/UniVec.html).! This! database! was! used! to! identify! such! contaminating!sequences! from! the!unmapped!reads.!Of! total! reads,!percentages!between!0.18!%!and!0.56!%!were!assigned!to!UniVec!database!sequences,!revealing!very!low!levels!of!vector!contamination.!Unmapped!reads!were!discarded!for!further!analysis.!Out!of!the!total!of!56,439,165! reads,! 1,596,385! (2.83! %)! mapped! to! the! pLS20cat! genome,! which! were!used! to! calculate! expression! levels! of! individual! pLS20cat! genes! under! the! different!conditions.!Expression! levels:! The! alignment! files! were! processed! using! EpiCenter! software!(http://www.niehs.nih.gov/research/resources/software/biostatistics/epicenter/),! an!analysis! tool! of! genome1wide! mRNA1seq! or! ChIP1seq! data! for! detecting! differentially!expressed!genes(110)!.!Plasmid!pLS20cat!expression!levels!were!additionally!used!to!draw!a!heat!map!that!graphically!shows!the!expression!levels!of!“wild!type”!experimental!conditions!(left!lane! on! Figure! R12).! In! addition,! the! heatmap! shows! the! differences! in! expression! of!pLS20cat! genes!when!RcoLS20! or!RapLS20!were! ectopically! expressed! (middle! and! right!lanes!Figure!R12,!respectively)!compared!to!the!wild!type!situation!by!using!Matrix2png!software!(http://www.chibi.ubc.ca/matrix2png/)!(111).!
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4.1.1$Sequencing,$annotation$and$general$features$of$pLS20cat$!For!several!reasons!as!outlined!above,! it! is! important!to!improve!the!knowledge!of!conjugative! elements! of! Gram=positive! bacteria.! Since! pLS20! is! the! only! conjugative!plasmid!of!B.#subtilis!described!so!far,!we!chose!this!plasmid!for!our!studies.!At!the!start!of!the!project,!only!two!small!regions!of!pLS20cat!were!sequenced!(97).!Therefore,!the!first!objective!was!to!determine!the!entire!sequence!of!pLS20!and!annotate!its!sequence.!The! entire! pLS20cat! plasmid! was! sequenced! by! the! dideoxychain! termination!method!using!a!combination!of!sequencing!PCR!fragments!and!primer!walking!strategy!(see!M&M).!Plasmid!pLS20cat!has!a!total!size!of!65,774!bp!and!its!(G+C)!content!is!37.8!%.!pLS20cat!contains!92!open!reading!frames!(ORFs)!with!a!size!of!at! least!30!codons!and! that! are! preceded! by! a! putative! Ribosomal! Binding! Site! (RBS).! The! ORFs! were!detected!using!programs!like!CloneManager!and!Prodigal!(Prokaryotic!Gene!Prediction!Program).!The!deduced!protein!sequences!of!all!92!ORFs!were!tasted!for!homology!with!protein! sequences! present! in! variable! databases! using! Blast.! All! this! information!was!used! to! generate! a! circular! map! of! plasmid! pLS20cat! using! the! program! SnapGene!viewer!(http://www.snapgene.com/),!which! is!presented! in!Fig.!R1.!A!summary!of! the!characteristics! of! identified! genes/ORFs! including! their! putative! RBSs! of! plasmid!pLS20cat!is!given!in!Supplemental!Table!S1.!!The! identified! features! combined! with! information! of! the! related! plasmid! p576!(112)!were!used!to!categorize!regions!and!ORFs/genes!of!pLS20cat!into!five!modules,!(i)!plasmid! partitioning! functions,! (ii)! origin! of! replication,! (iii)! rap-phr# cassette,! (iv)!putative! conjugative! transfer! operon! with! flanking! gene! encoding! putative! repressor,!and!(v)!genes/ORFs!of!unknown!functions.!A!schematic!map!of!pLS20cat!is!presented!in!Fig!R1!in!which!the!five!modules!are!indicated!with!different!colours.!!!
(i)$Partitioning$functions:$! Plasmids! are! extrachromosomal! DNA! molecules! that! generally! do! not! carry!essential!genes!and!hence!may!be!lost!over!time.!In!order!to!be!maintained!stably!over!time,! plasmids! must! either! (a)! provide! selective! advantage! to! the! cell,! (b)! possess!effective! systems! that! ensure! faithful! segregation! and/or! systems! that! otherwise!prevent!plasmid!loss.!! Presently,!we!do!not!have!an!indication!that!pLS20!provides!a!selective!advantage!to! its! host.! However,! pLS20! appears! to! carry! at! least! two! systems! that! probably!contribute! to! its! segregational! stability.! These! two! systems! are! (a)! true! partitioning!functions,!and!(b)!post=segregational!killing!functions!(PSK).!
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During! the! annotation! of! pLS20cat,!we! identified! one! true! partition! system,! name!Alp7A=Alp7R! (ORFs!24c!and!23c,! respectively),!which!has!been! investigated!by!others!(99).! In! addition,! we! identified! a! gene! 62! that!may! form! part! of! a! post=segregational!killing!function.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
$
$
(ii)$Replication$region:$$A!1.1! kb! region! of! pLS20cat,! sufficient! to! sustain! autonomous! replication,!was!identified! before! and! its! characterization! led! to! define! it! as! a! new! class! of! theta!replicons! based! on! its! unique! features! (97).! The! origin! region! does! not! encode! for! a!gene! encoding! a! replication! protein! typically! present! on! most! theta=replicating!plasmids.! The! single! ORF! encoding! a! putative! protein! of! more! than! 80! amino! acids,!
Figure$ R1:! Genetic$ map$ of$ pLS20cat.$ Outer,! middle,! and! inner! circle! indicate! bps,! different!modules,! and! gene! position,! respectively.! Gene! 1! (shown! in! the!module! of! other! and! unknown!functions)!corresponds!to!the!homologue!of!gene!1!of!the!related!Bacillus#pumilus!NRS576!plasmid!p576(112).!The!position,!length!and!orientation!of!the!(putative)!genes!are!indicated!with!arrows.!The!colours!of!the!arrows!indicate!their!function!based!on!homology!of!the!deduced!gene!product!with!proteins!present! in!databases! (see!Table!S1).!Grey!arrows,! conjugation!genes;!blue!arrows,!genes! for! which! a! function! could! be! attributed! based! on! homology! that! is! different! than!conjugation;!red!arrows,!putative!genes!of!unknown!function.!In!the!middle!ring,!the!origin!region,!conjugation! operon,! rap-phr! cassette! and! other! (unknown)! functions! are! indicated! with! green,!orange,! yellow,! and! white! boxes,! respectively.! Number! for! each! gene! is! preferred! rather! than!putative!names!(except!few)!to!avoid!complications!in!the!map.$
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named! Marta! (82! codons)! does! not! contain! a! clear! potential! RBS,! and! its! deduced!protein! sequence! does! not! show! significant! homology! with! proteins! present! in!available!databases,!suggesting!that!it!does!not!constitute!a!gene.!The!region!contains!a!few! (im)perfect! DnaA! boxes! and! stem! loops.! A! possible! role! of! these! regions! in!replication!is!not!clear!at!the!moment.!!!
(iii)$The$rap$phr$module:$The!deduced!protein!sequence!of!pLS20cat!ORF25!(368!codons)!shares!significant!homology!with!members!of!the!Rap!family!of!proteins.!ORF25!is!followed!by!a!small!ORF!(44! codons)! that! probably! encodes! a! precursor! of! a! secreted! Phr!molecule.! Based! on!this,!we!designated!ORF25!and!ORF26!as!rapLS20!and!phrLS20,! respectively.!A! functional!analysis!of!the!rapLS20-phrLS20!module!will!be!described!later!in!this!thesis.!!!
(iv)$Putative$conjugative$transfer$operon$$Based!on!the!following!features,!the!region!encompassing!putative!genes!28!to!74!is!likely! to! constitute! a! large! conjugation! operon.! First,! ORF28! up! to! ORF74! are! all!transcribed! in! the! same! direction.! Second,! some! pLS20cat! genes! show! significant!homology!with! essential! conjugation!genes!present!on! the!other! conjugative! elements!(see! Table! S1! for! an! overview).! And! third,! essential! conjugation! genes! are! not! found!outside! of! this! region.! A! succinct! overview! of! the! conjugation! genes! identified! on!pLS20cat!is!given!below.!!Processing! of! the! DNA! substrate! for! conjugation! is! initiated! by! formation! of! a!relaxasome,! i.e.! the! binding! of! a! relaxase! and! one! or! more! accessory! factors! to! the!origin=of=transfer! (oriT).! The! relaxase! then! produces! a! site=specific! nick! in! the! DNA!strand! that! is!destined! to!be! transferred.!After!nicking,! the! relaxase! remains!bound! to!the!5’!end!of!the!nicked!DNA,!and!“delivers”!the!substrate!to!the!translocation!channel!by!direct! interaction!with!a!conserved!ATPase!named!Type!IV!coupling!protein!(T4CP,!aka! TraG/TrwB/VirD4! family! of! coupling! proteins).! In! the! recipient! cell,! the! relaxase!catalyzes!the!recircularization!of!the!transferred!single=stranded!DNA!molecule!and!may!also!participate!in!double=strand!DNA!synthesis!(54,!113).!ORF59!of!pLS20cat!encodes!for! a! putative! relaxase! (see! Table! S1).! The! localization! of! oriT! of! pLS20cat! is! being!investigated!by!others!in!the!lab.!!The!deduced!protein! sequences!of!ORF48! shows! similarity!with!VirD4! component!(see! Table! S1)! and! most! likely! encodes! the! T4CP! of! pLS20cat.! The! T4CP! physically!interacts!with!the!translocation!channel!through!which!the!DNA!and!some!proteins!are!
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transported! from!donor! to! the! recipient! cells.! Thus,!T4CP! forms! an! interface!between!the!relaxosome!and!the!translocation!channel.!An! important! component! of! conjugation! machinery! is! the! translocation! channel,!which! is! comprised! of! the! mating=pair! formation! (mpf)! proteins.! Putative! proteins!encoded!by!ORF37,!ORF52!and!ORF54!show!homology!to!different!functional!classes!of!mpf!proteins!(see!Table!S1).!There!are!several!ORFs!in!the!conjugation!operon!of!pLS20!that!are!predicted!to!encode!proteins!containing!one!or!more!trans=membrane!spanning!domain! (see! Table! S1).! Probably! these! proteins! contribute! in! various! ways! to! the!channel!formation!and!activity.!!During! conjugation,! DNA! is! transferred! to! the! recipient! cell! in! its! single=stranded!form! (ssDNA),! which! is! vulnerable! to! degradation,! can! be! protected! by! Ssb! (single=stranded! DNA! binding)! proteins! (113).! The! deduced! protein! sequence! of! pLS20cat!ORF66!has!67%!sequence!identity!with!B.#subtilis!chromosomal!Ssb.!The!deduced!protein!sequences!of!several!ORFs!in!the!putative!conjugation!operon!do!not!show!significant!homology!to!classical!conjugation!genes.!However,!a!few!of!them!do! show! homology! to! other! genes! present! in! databases.! For! example,! the! deduced!protein! sequence! of! ORF64! shows! homology! with! Rok,! which! is! encoded! by! the! B.#
subtilis!chromosome!and!which!we!renamed!RokBs168.!RokBs168!inhibits!the!development!of! natural! competence! (114).! The! presence! of! rokBs168#homologue! on! pLS20cat! was! a!surprise.!A!detailed!characterization!of!pLS20cat!ORF64!is!presented!in!this!thesis!(Part!2).! ORF27! is! divergently! orientated! to! the! flanking! ORFs! of! the! putative! conjugation!operon! and! shows!homology! to! Xre=type! transcriptional! regulator! proteins.! Thorough!analysis!of!ORF27c!has!revealed!that!it!forms!an!important!part!of!regulatory!circuitry!of!pLS20cat!conjugation.!Detailed!discussion!about!regulation!and!role!of!ORF27! is!given!later!on!in!this!thesis.!
(v)$Other$and$unknown$function$A! few!ORFs! show!homology! to!other!genes!present! in!databases.!For!example,!ORF82!shows! significant! homology! to! ArdC=type! of! antirestriction! proteins.! Antirestriction!proteins! are! inhibitors! of! type! I! restriction=modification! enzymes! and! are! found! on!various!conjugative!plasmids,!ICEs!and!bacteriophages!{for!review!see,!(115)}.!For!some!antirestriction! proteins! evidence! exists! that! during! conjugation! they! are! transferred!along! with! the! ssDNA! molecule! into! the! recipient! cell! to! protect! the! plasmid! from!digestion! by! type! I! restriction! enzyme.! It! was! reported! that! plasmids! carrying! these!genes!could!enter!into!a!host!more!efficiently!(116).!Based!on!these!data,!it!is!plausible!that!ORF82!help!for!the!establishment!of!pLS20cat!after!entering!the!recipient.!
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4.2! Presence! of! plasmid!
pLS20cat! inhibits! development!






B.# subtilis! cells! can! take! up! exogenous! DNA! and! incorporate! it! in! its! genome! by!homologous! recombination.! Thus,! the! development! of! natural! competence! facilitates!easy! genetic!modification! of! the! genome! and! its! native! plasmids.! In! order! to!modify!plasmid!pLS20cat,!we!prepared!competent! cells!of!wild! type!168!a! strain!harbouring!pLS20cat! (PKS11)! and! transformed! it! with! desired! DNA.! However,! no! or! very! few!transformants! were! obtained! while! control! experiments! using! the! isogenic! strains!lacking!pLS20cat!gave!normal!transformation!efficiency.!This!result!suggested!that!the!presence! of! pLS20! interfered! with! the! competence! development.! Finding! out! the!underlying! mechanism! responsible! for! pLS20Pmediated! inhibition! of! competence! is!intrinsically! interesting! because! it!may! shed! light! on! the! interaction! between! pLS20!and! its!host.! In! addition,! it!was! important! to!overcome! this! competence! inhibition! in!order!to!be!able!to!genetically!manipulate!pLS20cat.!This!prompted!us!to!study!in!some!detail!the!mechanism!underlying!pLS20Pmediated!inhibition!of!competence.!!
4.2.1%Presence%of%pLS20cat%inhibits%competence%of%its%host%%The!presence!of!pLS20cat! inhibits! competence!development!of! its!host,!we!performed!additional! transformation! experiments! using! strains! containing! or! lacking! pLS20cat.!The!experimental!procedure! followed!is!given! in!M&M!sections.!As!shown!in!Table!R1!the! efficiency!of! transformation!obtained!with! strain!PKS11!harbouring!pLS20cat!was!almost!100!fold!lower!than!the!isogenic!strain!168!(1A700)!lacking!pLS20cat.!!!!!!
4.2.2%pLS20cat!inhibits%competence%of%B.#subtilis%168%via%the%comK%pathway%ComK!is!the!master!regulator!for!competence!(117).!Competence!develops!in!cell!in!which! sufficiently!high! level! of! ComK!have! accumulated! to! activate! the! expression!of!the! downPstream! competence! genes! (118).! A! reliable!method! has! been! described! to!monitor! ComK! production! in! single! cells! that! is! based! on! a! transcriptional! fusion!between!the!ComKPdependent!promoter!of! the!comG! operon!(PcomG)!and! the!gene!encoding!for!green!fluorescent!protein!(GFP)!(119).!High!levels!of!ComK!are!required!to!activate!the!PcomG!promoter.!We!used!this!system!to!study!the!effect!of!pLS20cat!on!ComKPmediated! activation! of! the! PcomG! promoter! in! individual! cells.! Thus,! we!introduced!pLS20cat!into!strain!PKS16!that!contains!the!PcomGPgfp!construct!resulting!in!strain! PKS17.! We! then! grew! strains! PKS16! and! PKS17! in! competent! medium! and!determined!the!fraction!of!cells!that!developed!competence!by!counting!the!number!of!
Table&R1.!pLS20cat!inhibits!competence!of!its!host.!Strain! Genotype! Transformation!efficiency!1A700! Wild!type!(168)! 2.14x10D2!PKS11! 168,!pLS20cat! 2.01x10D5!PKS69! 168,pLS20rok! 6.4x10D4!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!
Table&R2.!Ectopic!expression!of!RokLS20!inhibits!transformation!efficiency!Strain! Genotype! IPTG! Relative!transformation!efficiency!
PS110! 168,!amyE::PspankD!,!spec! D! 75!+! 95!PKS1! 168,!amyE::PspankDrokLS20,!spec! D! 100!+! 0.7!PKS22! 168,amyE::PspankDrokLS20,spec!
rokBs168::Cm,!PcomGDgfp,!Kan! D! 254!+! 5.4!Experiments!were!done!in!triplicates!and!results!are!mean!values!of!all!three!experiments!
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green! cells! under! fluorescence! microscope.! The! results! obtained! revealed! that! only!1.7%!of!the!cells!harbouring!pLS20cat!(PKS17)!were!fluorescent,!compared!with!14.5%!of! the! cells! lacking! the! plasmid! (PKS16).! This! result! together! with! the! above! ones!confirms! that! the! presence! of! pLS20cat! affects! the! development! of! competence! by!lowering!the!fraction!of!cells!expressing!high!level!of!ComK.!
4.2.3%pLS20cat%contains%a%putative%gene%homologous%to%B.#subtilis#168#rok#%The!deduced!protein!sequence!of!ORF64!shows!significant!homology!with!the!RokBs168!encoded!by!B.#subtilis!(see!Fig.!R2).!RokBs168!inhibits!natural!competence!by!repressing!ComK!expression!(114).!We!speculated! that!ORF64!of!pLS20cat!might!be!responsible!for!competence!inhibition.#!! !!!!!!!!! Based! on! several! in# silico# and! functional! analysis,! RokBs168! has! been! divided! into!three! distinct! regions:! (i)! a! conserved! NPterminal! region! (residues! (1P45),! (ii)! a! less!conserved!central!region!(residues!46P95),!and!(iii)!a!conserved!CPterminal!DNA!binding!region!(residues!96P191)!(120).!Most!of!the!central!region!of!RokBs168!is!absent!from!the!putative! RokLS20! (see! Fig.! R2).! Consequently,! RokLS20! is! smaller! than! RokBs168! (132! aa!versus!191!aa).!The!CPterminal!region!of!RokBs168! is!required!for!DNA!binding!whereas!the!NPterminal!and!central!regions!enhance!the!binding!activity!and!specificity!for!A+TPrich! DNA! (120).! RokLS20! lacks! the! central! region! and! there! are! substantial! differences!between! the! CPterminal! regions! of! RokLS20! and! RokBs168! (Fig.! R2).! This! may! be! an!indication! that! the! two! proteins! have! different! DNA! binding! specificities! and/or!activities.!To!study!if!the!inhibitory!effect!on!competence!by!pLS20cat!was!due!to!the!activity!of! RokLS20,! we! constructed! a! derivative! of! pLS20cat,! pLS20rok,! in! which! rokLS20! was!replaced!by!a!neomycin! resistance!gene! (see!M&M).!We!compared! the! transformation!efficiencies!of!B.#subtilis!strains!lacking!or!harbouring!either!pLS20cat!or!pLS20rok.!The!transformation! efficiencies! of! strain! PKS11! (harbouring! pLS20cat)! were! lower! than!
Figure% R2! Alignment! of! the! deduced! protein! sequences! of! putative! RokLS20!encoded!by!pLS20!and!RokBs168!encoded!by!the!chromosome!of!B.#subtilis!168.!Identical! and! conserved! residues! are! shown! against! a! black! and! grey!background! respectively.! The! NPterminal,! middle,! and! CPterminal! regions! of!RokBs168! as! defined! by! Smits! and!Grossman! (2010)! are! indicated!with! a! solid,!dotted!and!dashed!lines,!respectively.!
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those!obtained!with!strain!PKS69!(harbouring!pLS20rok).!This! result! indeed! indicates!that! the! presence! of! an! intact! copy! of! rokLS20! on! pLS20cat! affects! competence!development.!However,! the! transformation!efficiencies!obtained!with! the!plasmid! free!strain!1A700!were!higher!than!those!obtained!for!PKS69.!This!indicated!that!pLS20cat!affects!transformation!efficiency!also!in!a!rokLS20Pindependent!manner.!At!present!we!do!not!know!how!pLS20! inhibits! competence!via! rokLS20Pindependent!way,!but! it! appears!that!rokLS20!has!a!clear!effect!and!we!focused!the!way!rokLS20!inhibits!competence.!
4.2.4%Ectopic%expression%of%RokLS20%inhibits%competence%of%B.#subtilis%168%by%
repressing%comK#expression%%To! study! the! effect! of! RokLS20! on! competence,! we# constructed# a! strain,! PKS1,!which! contains! a! single! copy!of! a! cassette! in!which! rokLS20! is! under! the! control! of! the!IPTG! inducible! Pspank! promoter! and! thus! allowing! conditional! expression! of! RokLS20.!Competence! levels! were! determined! for! strain! PKS1! and! an! isogenic! strain! lacking!
rokLS20! (PS110)! in! the!presence!and!absence!of! the! inducer! IPTG.!The!results!obtained!show!that! induction!of!rokLS20!led!to!a! large!decrease!in!competence!levels!(>100Pfold),!indicating!that!RokLS20!inhibits!competence!(see!Table!R2).!!!!!!!!!!
The! presence! of! pLS20cat! decreases! the! number! of! cells! expressing! ComGPgfp!(see!above).!We!used!the!same!strategy!to!determine!if!expression!of!RokLS20!causes!the!same!effect.!For!this,!we!introduced!PcomGPgfp!fusion!into!strain!PKS1!and!analyzed!cells!of! the! resulting! strain,! PKS18,! by! fluorescent! microscopy! (see! M&M).! Representative!images! of! PKS18! cells! grown! in! competence!medium!with! or!without! 1!mM! IPTG! are!shown! in! Figure! R3.! Only! about! 1%! of! the! cells! expressed! GFP! when! RokLS20! was!overexpressed!(Fig.!R3B),!while!about!15%!of!the!cells!expressed!GPF!without!induction!of!rokLS20.!These!results!indicate!that!RokLS20!acts!negatively!on!the!expression!of!ComK.!!!!!!
Table&R1.!pLS20cat!inhibits!competence!of!its!host.!S rain! Genotype! Transformation!efficiency!1A700! Wild!type!(168)! 2.14x10D2!PKS11! 168,!pLS20cat! 2.01x10D5!PKS69! 168,pLS20rok! 6.4x10D4!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!
Table&R2.!Ectopic!expression!of!RokLS20!inhibits!transformation!efficiency!Strain! Genotype! IPTG! Relative!transformation!efficiency!
PS110! 168,!amyE::PspankD!,!spec! D! 75!+! 95!PKS1! 168,!amyE::PspankDrokLS20,!spec! D! 100!+! 0.7!PKS22! 168,amyE::PspankDrokLS20,spec!
rokBs168::Cm,!PcomGDgfp,!Kan! D! 254!+! 5.4!Experiments!were!done!in!triplicates!and!results!are!mean!values!of!all!three!experiments!
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!!!!!!! !!!!!!
To!confirm!this!conclusion!we!studied!the!activity!of!the!comK#promoter!(PcomK)!directly! using! a! PcomKPlacZ! fusion.! A! cassette! containing! a! transcriptional! PcomKPlacZ#fusion!was! introduced! into!strain!PKS1! to!give!strain!PKS66.!βPgalactosidase!activities!were!determined!for!samples!taken!at!different!time!points!during!growth!from!PKS66!cultures! grown! in! competence! medium! (+/P! IPTG).! As! expected,! PcomK! expression!becomes!activated!near!the!end!of!the!exponential!growth!phase!when!cells!were!grown!in! the! absence! of! IPTG.! However,! very! low! βPgalactosidase! activities! were! obtained!throughout! growth! when! cells! were! grown! in! the! presence! of! IPTG! (Fig.! R4).! There!results!show!that!RokLS20!inhibits!comK!promoter!activity.!Together,!the!results!provide!evidence! that! RokLS20! inhibits! expression! of! ComK,! which! affects! the! subpopulation!developing!competence.!!!!!!!!!!!!
Figure% R4.! The! comK# promoter! is! repressed! by!RokLS20.! Cultures! of! PKS66! cells! were! grown! in!competence!medium!in!the!absence!(P)!or!presence!(+)! of! 1! mM! IPTG! and! βPgalactosidase! activities!were!determined!of!samples!withdrawn!at!different!times.! Time! is! given! in! hours! before! or! after! the!transition!to!stationary!phase!T0.!
Figure%R3.! RokLS20!limits!the!fraction!of!cells!that!develop!competence!by!inhibiting!comK#expression.!A!and!B.!Fluorescence!microscopy!of!PKS18!cells!which!carry!a!PcomGPgfp#fusion!construct!together!with!an!IPTGPinducible!rokLS20#gene!at!the!amyE!locus!grown!without!(A)!or! with!1! mM! IPTG! (B).! Cells! were! stained! with! FM5P95!membrane! dye! to! visualize! the!membranes.! Percentages! of! fluorescent! cells! obtained! in! two! independent! experiments!were!14.5%!and!18.0%!in!the!absence!of!IPTG,!and!0.4%!and!1.1%!in!the!presence!of!IPTG!respectively.!At!least!1000!cells!were!analysed!for!each!culture.%
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4.2.5!RokLS20%acts%at% the%comK% transcription% level%and%binds%preferentially%
to%the%comK%promoter%!The!cellular!level!of!ComK!is!not!only!regulated!at!the!transcriptional!level,!but!also!at!the!postPtranscriptional!level!through!modulation!of!the!ClpCP!protease!system.!ClpCP!protease!degrades!ComK! in! the!absence!of!ComS!(117).!To!determine! if!RokLS20!acts! at! the! transcriptional!or!postPtranscriptional! level!of!comK,!we! constructed! strain!PKS82,! in! which! the! native! comK! locus! has! been! inactivated! but! contains! a! xylosePinducible!copy!of!comK!at!an!ectopic!position. !Consequently,!ComK#expression! levels! in! this! strain!depend!only!on! the!activity!of!the!Pxyl!promoter,!which!is! insensitive!to!RokBs168.!Therefore,!competence!of!this!strain!would!be!affected!only!if!RokLS20!acted!on!ComK!at!the!posttranscriptional!level.!Result!obtained! showed! that! overexpression! of! RokLS20! in! strain! PKS82! had! no! effect! on!competence! level! (1.63x10P3! with! overexpression! versus! 2.98x10P3! without!overexpression!of!rokLS20).!The! insensitivity!of! the!xylosePinduced!ComK!production! to!the!RokLS20!provides!compelling!evidence!that!RokLS20!does!not!act!posttranscriptionally!on!ComK.!Next,!we!confirmed!these!results!using!different!approach.!We!tested!whether!RokLS20! could! act! indirectly! on! comK! expression! via! ComS,! the! small! protein! that!prevents!ComK!degradation!by!the!ClpCP!protease.!As!the!comS!gene!is!part!of!the!srfA!operon!(121,!122),!we!used!a!transcriptional!srfAPlacZ!fusion!to!examine!the!effect!of!the!
rokLS20!expression!on!the!transcription!of!comS.!As!shown!in!Figure!R5,!the!activity!of!Psrf!was! not! significantly! altered! upon! induction! of! rokLS20,! providing! additional! evidence!that!RokLS20!does!not!act!posttranscriptionally!on!ComK!expression.! !!!!!!!The!results!presented!above!demonstrate!that!RokLS20! inhibits!PcomK!activity!and!that!it!does!not!affect! the!stability!of!ComK!by!altering!ComS!expression.!A! likely! scenario! to!explain!these!results!is!that!RokLS20!represses!directly!the!comK#promoter.!!! To! analyze! this! scenario,! we! used! gelPretardation! experiments.! For! this,! we!constructed!a!hisPtagged!version!of!rokLS20!and!purified!the!His(6)PRokLS20!fusion!protein!by!affinity!chromatography.!The!results!presented!in!the!Figure!R6!confirm!that!His(6)PRokLS20!preferentially!binds!to!the!comK!promoter.!The!result!of!the!in#vitro!experiment!
Figure% R5.% Overexpression! of! RokLS20! does! not!affect! Psrf# expression.! Cultures! of! strain! PKS101!(PspankProkLS20,! Psrf>lacZ)! were! grown! in!competence! medium! complemented! with! or!without!IPTG!at!37°C!and!ßPgalactosidase!activities!were!determined!of!samples!withdrawn!at!different!times.! Time! is! given! in! hours! before! or! after! the!transition!to!stationary!phase!T0.! 
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and!the!negative!result!of!PsrfPlacZ!experiment!provide!evidence!that!RokLS20!acts!at!the!promoter!of!comK.!! !
4.2.6%Localization%of%the%RokLS20%inside%host%cell!!!To!study!the!subcellular!distribution!of!RokLS20,!we!constructed!a!strain!PKS44,!containing!a! xylosePinducible! rokLS20Piyfp! fusion! located!at! the!amyE! locus! in! a! rokBs168!deletion! background,! and! used! fluorescence! microscopy! to! visualize! the! location! of!IYFPPlabeled! RokLS20! in! living! cells.! Functionality! of! the! translational! fusion! (RokLS20PIYFP)!was!confirmed!by!checking!transformation!efficiency!in!presence!and!absence!of!inducer!(not!shown).!!!!!!!!!!!!!The!images!presented!in!Figure!R7!show!that!the!distribution!of!RokLS20PIYFP!is!limited!to!the!region!of!the!cell!that! is!occupied!by!the!nucleoid,!the!later!visualized!with!4’P6PdiamidinoP2Pphenylindole! (DAPI).! This! localization! pattern! is! reminiscent! of! that!observed!for!RokBs168!(120),!suggesting!that!RokLS20!may!also!have!a!genomePwide!effect!as! recently! demonstrated! for! RokBs168!(120).! The! observation! that! RokLS20! coPlocalizes!
Figure%R7.%RokLS20LIYFP%colocalizes%with%the%nucleoid.!Strain!PKS44!(rokLS20>iyfp)!was!grown! to! midPexponential! phase! at! 30°C! in! LB! medium! with! 0.02%! xylose.! Cells! were!stained!with!membrane!dye!FM5P95!to!visualize!the!contours!of!the!cells!and!with!DAPI!to!visualize!the!nucleoids.!(A)!RokLS20PIYPF!(green)!and!membrane!(red);!(B)!nucleoid!(green)!and!membrane!(red);!(C)!merged!image!of!A!and!B!with!RokLS20PIYFP!shown!in!green!and!nucleoid!in!red.!Overlapping!of!the!green!and!the!red!signals!resulted!in!yellow.!Distribution!of!RokLS20PIYFP!was!limited!to!the!nucleoid!in!all!cells!analyzed!(over!500!cells).%
Figure% R6.! RokLS20! binds! preferentially! to!PcomK.! Equal! amounts! of! comK#(303! bp)! and!




Bacillus! species! closely! related! to!B.#subtilis! (B.# licheniformis! and!B.#amyloliquefaciens),!but! not! in! other! relatives! such! as! B.# halodurans,! B.# anthracis! or! B.# cereus,! and! they!proposed!that!rok!was!most!likely!introduced!by!horizontal!transfer!into!an!ancestor!of!a! branch! that! contains! B.# subtilis,! B.# licheniformis! and! B.# amyloliquefaciens.! To! gain!insights!into!the!evolutionary!relationship!between!pLS20Pencoded!RokLS20!with!respect!to!other!Rok!proteins!we!carried!out!Blast!and!PsiPBlast! searches!using!RokLS20! as! the!query!sequence.!These!searches!led!to!the!detection!of!20!rok!orthologs.!The!ClustalW2!program! (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw)! was! then! used! to! align! the! amino! acid!sequences!of! these!Rok!homologs,!which!were!subsequently!used!to!prepare!distancePbased! tree! dendrograms! applying! the! neighborPjoining! algorithm.! These! analyses!revealed! several! interesting! features.! Firstly,! except! rokLS20! all! other! 19! rok! genes!identified!are!chromosomePlocated!in!the!following!Bacilli:!B.!subtilis#subsp#subtilis!168!(rokBs168);!B.#subtilis#subsp.#spizizenii!strains!W23,!TUPBP10!and!ATCC!6633;!B.#subtilis!sp.!BSn5;! Bacillus# sp.! BT1B_CT2;! B.# coagulans! strains! 36D1! and! 2P6;! B.# amyloliquefaciens!strains!FZB42!and!DSM7;!B.#pumilus! strains!SAFRP032!and!ATCC!14580;!B.#atrophaeus!1942;!B.#licheniformis!ATCC!14580;!and!B.#pseudomycoides!DSM!12442.!Secondly,!based!on! several! criteria,! these! 20!Rok! orthologs! can! be! divided! into! two! groups,!which!we!refer!to!as!“large!Rok!proteins!(group!I)”!and!“small!Rok!proteins!(group!II)”!(Fig.!R8A).!Group!I!constitutes!eleven!rok!orthologs,!which!includes!those!present!on!B.#subtilis,!B.#
licheniformis! and! B.# amyloliquefaciens! identified! previously! by! Albano! et# al.! (2005).!These!eleven!Rok!proteins!all!have!a!similar!relative!large!size!ranging!between!191!and!198!residues!and!they!share!an!overall!high!level!of!identity!(see!Fig.!R8B).!In!addition,!a!convergently! oriented! yknT! gene! flanks! all! these! rok! orthologs! and! all! these! rok>yknt!modules! are! located! in! between! the! chromosomal! genes! ykuV! and! mobA! (our!unpublished! results).! The! second! group! constitutes! nine! rok! orthologs! that! includes!
rokLS20.!The!Rok!proteins!encoded!by!these!genes!differ!in!various!aspects!from!those!of!group! I.! Thus,! (i)! these! Rok! proteins! are! smaller! and! more! heterogeneous! in! size!(ranging! between! 132! and! 186! residues),! (ii)! their! overall! level! of! identity! is!considerably! lower! than! that! observed! for! the! other! group! of! Rok! proteins! (compare!Figs.!R8B!and!R8C),!and!(iii)!the!genomic!position!of!these!rok!genes!in!different!species!is!not!conserved.!
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! At!the!beginning!of!this!section!it!is!mentioned!that!transformation!levels!were!very! low!when!cells! contained!pLS20cat.!The! results!presented!above!show! that!
rokLS20!inhibits!competence!by!repressing!ComK!expression.!These!results!proved!to!be!important!for!the!rest!of!my!PhD!studies.!I!constructed!a!derivative!of!pLS20cat!in!which!the! rokLS20! gene! is! inactivated! (pLS20rok).! Inactivation! of! rokLS20! increased! the!competence!level!by!a!factor!of!about!30.!However,!as!mentioned!above!(see!table!R1)!competence! levels! of! cells! containing!pLS20rok!were! still! less! than!plasmid! free! cells.!Therefore,! I! generally! used! a! B.# subtilis! strain! containing! PxylPcomK! allowing! the!induction!of!high!levels!of!competence!also!in!the!presence!of!pLS20cat.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!



































4.3! Unraveling! the! regulatory!




The!process!of!conjugation!and! its! transcriptional!regulation!has!been!studied! in!considerable!detail! for!various!plasmids!present!in!Gram:negative!bacteria!(10,!11,!41,!124).!However,!despite!detailed!studies!on!some!enterococcal!plasmids,!relatively!little!is!known!about!conjugation!and!especially!its!transcriptional!regulation!for!plasmids!of!Gram:positive!bacteria!in!general.!A!major!objective!of!my!thesis!project!was!to!advance!our!knowledge!about!the!regulatory!circuit!for!plasmid!conjugation!using!pLS20cat!as!a!model!system!for!plasmids!from!Gram:positive!bacteria.!!
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represses!conjugation!of!pLS20!The! observation! that! efficient! conjugation! occurred! only! during! a! short! time!window!raised! the!possibility! that! conjugation! is!kept! in! the!default! “OFF”! state!by!a!repressor,! and! switching! to! the! “ON”! state! involves! inactivation! of! the! repressor.! As!presented! above! and! shown! in! Figure! R1,! the! large! putative! conjugation! operon! is!flanked!by!a!single!divergently!oriented!ORF,!ORF27c.!The!deduced!protein!sequence!of!ORF27c! shows! similarity! to!numerous!bacterial! transcriptional! regulators,! and!based!on!homology!putative!protein!encoded!by!ORF27c!would!belong!to!the!Xre:type!family!of! repressors.! It! is! also! predicted! that! putative! protein! p27c! of! pLS20cat! contains! a!helix:turn:helix! (HTH)! DNA! binding! motif! in! its! N:terminal! region.! An! alignment! of!pLS20cat! ORF27c! with! various! Xre:type! regulators! is! presented! in! Figure! R10.! This!structural! organization! suggested! that! putative! gene! 27c! encodes! a! repressor! of! the!conjugation!genes.!!!!
Figure! R9.*Conjugation! kinetics! of! pLS20cat!without! and!with! replacing! the! growth!medium.!Overnight!cultures!of!the!donor!and!recipient!cells!(strain!PKS11!and!PKS7,!respectively)!were!diluted!in!fresh!pre:warmed!LB!medium!to!an!OD600!of!about!0.01!and!grown!separately!at!37!⁰C.!Growth!was!monitored!by!measuring!OD600!at!regular!intervals.!T=0!corresponds!to!the!end!of! the! exponential! growth! phase.! At! the! indicated! times,! conjugation! efficiencies! were!determined!by!mixing!aliquots!of!donor!and!recipient!cells!and!allowing!a!mating!time!of!15!min!(broken! line).! In! parallel! experiments,! recipient! cells! (continuous! line)! were! pelleted! and!resuspended! in!equal!volume!of! fresh!LB!medium!before!mating.!Control! experiments!explain!that!centrifugation!step!did!not!affect!conjugation.!
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!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!To! test!whether! the!putative! gene!27c! indeed! encodes! a! repressor! of! conjugation,!we!studied! if! its! ectopic! expression! affected! conjugation.! For! this,! we! constructed! strain!PKS14! that! harbours! plasmid! pLS20cat! and! contains! a! copy! of! gene! 27c! under! the!control!of!the!IPTG:inducible!Pspank!promoter!at!the!chromosomal!amyE*locus.!!!!!!!!!!!Since!maximum!conjugation!levels!occur!near!the!end!of!the!exponential!growth!phase!(see! Fig.! R9),! we! determined! conjugation! efficiencies! of! pLS20cat! during! this! phase!using! PKS14! (in! the! presence/absence! of! IPTG).! Strain! PKS11! lacking! the! Pspank:27c!construct!was!included!as!a!control.!The!results!presented!in!Table!R3!show!that!ectopic!
Figure!R10.!Alignment!of! different!Xre@type! repressors! (Only!N@terminal! regions).!Helix&
Turn&Helix+ region+ is+ highlighted+ with+ red+ color.+ Highly+ conserved+ residues+ (at+ least+ 6+ out+ of+ 10+




,+ Xre+ type+ repressor+ B.pumilus+ NRS576+ ;+ DBP_B.subp19,+ DNA+ binding+ protein+ of+ plasmid+ p19+
B.subtilis+ 19+ (ABP52080);+ Regulator_P.elgii,+ Transcriptional+ regulator+ Paenibacillus- elgii+ B69+
(ZP_09077606);+Transcriptional+Repressor_B.amylo,+Transcriptional+repressor+RghR+RapGH+repressor+
B.- amyloliquefaciens+ DSM+ 7+ (YP_003921816);+ Xre_Dehalo.GT,+ XRE+ family+ transcriptional+ regulator+
Dehalococcoides+ sp.+ GT+ (YP_00346200);+ Regulator_Desulfo.DSM,+ putative+ transcriptional+ regulator+




or&sporulation!Process! IPTG!(1mM)! Relative!efficiency!!Competence! ;! 1!+! 2.638!Sporulation! ;! 1!+! 0.65!Strain!GR20!(amyE::Pspank;rapLS20)!was!used!to!determine!efficiencies!of!competence!and!sporulation!using!standard!protocols.!!
Table&R3.&Gene&27c&(rcoLS20)&encodes&a&repressor&of&conjugation&Strain! Genotype! Plasmid! IPTG!(1mM)! Conjugation!efficiency!(transconjugants/donor)!PKS11! 168!(wt)! pLS20cat! ;! 5.6x10;3!+! 3.8x10;3!PKS14! 168,amyE::PspankrcoLS20! pLS20cat! ;! 1.6x10;4!+! <1x10;8!PKS86! 168,amyE::PspankrcoLS20! pLS20rco! ;! 5.7x10;2!+! <1x10;8!Conjugation!efficiencies!are!the!mean!value!of!at!least!three!independent!experiments!
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expression! of! gene! 27c! caused! a! dramatic! decrease! (>50,000! fold)! in! pLS20cat!conjugation!efficiency,!supporting!the!view!that!it!encodes!a!repressor!of!conjugation.!Based!on!these!results!and!those!presented!below!we!denominated!gene!27c!of!pLS20cat! rcoLS20! (repressor! of! conjugation).! To! study! the! role! of! gene! 27c! in! a! more!direct! way,! we! constructed! a! derivative! of! pLS20cat,! pLS20rco,! in! which! gene! 27c! is!deleted!and!replaced!by!a!kanamycin!resistance!marker.!To!avoid!possible!constitutive!de:repression!of! the!conjugation!operon!that!could!pose!a! large!burden!to! the!cell,!we!introduced! pLS20rco! into! strain! PKS9! containing! the! Pspank:rcoLS20! construct.! The!resulting! strain,! PKS86,! was! used! to! determine! the! kinetics! of! conjugation! during!growth.! Strain! PKS14! (Pspank:rokLS20,! pLS20cat)! was! included! as! a! control.! Two!interesting!results!were!obtained!for!plasmid!pLS20rco!(see!Fig.!R11).!First,!conjugation!efficiencies! were! higher! at! all! time! points! measured;! and! second,! conjugation! levels!were! high! for! a! very! broad!window!of! time.! Therefore,! in! the! absence! of! a! functional!







4.3.3!Transcriptional!analysis!of!pLS20cat!genes!by!RNAseq!Results! shown! above! confirm! that! RcoLS20! suppresses! conjugation.! To! find! out!whether!RcoLS20! exerts! its! inhibitory!effect!on! conjugation!at! the! level!of! transcription!and!to!identify!genes!that!are!under!control!of!RcoLS20,!we!performed!RNAseq!analysis.!To! do! this,! total! RNA! was! isolated! from! late! exponential! growing! cells! (maximum!conjugation! state)! of! PKS11! (wt,! pLS20cat)! and! of! PKS14! (Pspank:rcoLS20,! pLS20cat)!grown!in!the!presence!of!IPTG.!In!parallel,!total!RNA!was!isolated!from!plasmid:free!B.*
subtilis!168!cells!grown!under!same!conditions! to!serve!as!a!negative!control.!RNAseq!experiments!were! carried!out! in! a!Facility!Laboratory,! namely!Genomics!Unit,! Science!
Figure! R11.! Conjugation!kinetics! of! pLS20cat! and!pLS20rco! were! determined!with! and! without! ectopic!expression! of! pLS20! gene! 27c!as! described! in! Materials! and!Methods.! PKS7! was! used! as!recipient! strain.! The!conjugation! efficiencies!obtained!for!strains!PKS14!and!PKS86! were! below! the!detection! level!of!1x10:8!when!grown! in! the! presence! of!IPTG.ç!!
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Park,!Madrid,!under! the!supervision!of!Dr.!Ricardo!Ramos!Ruiz.!Crude!RNA!sequences!were!analyzed!by!Ramon!and!David!from!Bioinformatics!unit!of!our!center!(see!M&M).!Expression!levels!of!pLS20cat!genes!were!represented!as!a!heat!map!(Fig.!R12).!The!left!lane! of! Figure! R12! corresponds! to! the! expression! profile! of! pLS20cat! genes! when!conjugation! efficiency! was! at! its! maximum.! Levels! of! expression! are! indicated! by!differentially! colours! of! white! to! blue! (white! no! expression! and! dark! blue! high!expression).! The!middle! lane! shows! the! expression!pattern! in! the!presence! of! ectopic!expression!of!rcoLS20.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Increasing! and! decreasing! RNA! levels! of! individual! genes! are! reflected! by! the!intensity!of!green!and!red!colors,!respectively.!The!right!lane!(+rap)!is!explained!below.!Importantly,! the!heat!map! shows! significantly! reduced!RNA! levels! for! genes!28:72,! as!well!as!gene74,! indicating! that!RcoLS20! is! responsible! for! repressing! these!genes.!Some!other! genes! outside! the! region! spanning! 28:74! are! also! repressed! under! these!conditions.!Thus,!these!results!clearly!show!that!RcoLS20!represses!almost!all!genes!(28:74)!located!in!the!putative!conjugation!operon,!as!well!as!some!other!putative!plasmid!
Figure!R12.!Heat!map!representation!
of! the! expression! levels! of! the!
pLS20cat! genes! at! late! exponential!
phase! under! various! conditions!
analysed! by! RNAseq.! Left! lane! (“wt”)!shows! the! expression! level! of!pLS20cat!genes! in! the! wild! type! strain!background! at! late! exponential! phase!when! conjugation! efficiency! is! at! its!maximum.! Expression! levels! are!presented! on! a! log2! scale! covering! a!range!from!0!(white,!lowest!level)!to!16!(blue,!highest! level).!Middle! (+Rco)!and!right! (+Rap)! lanes!represent! the!effects!of!ectopic!expression!of!RcoLS20!(middle!lane)! or! RapLS20! (right! lane),!respectively,! on! the! expression! of! the!pLS20cat! genes.! Differential! expression!levels! are! presented! on! a! log2! scale!covering! a! range! of! :16! to! 16! using!shades! of! red! and! green! for! repression!and!overexpression,!respectively.!White!reflects! no! change! in! expression.! Gene!numbers!according!to!our!nomenclature!and! those! deposited! in! database! under!accession! number! NC_015148.1!(preceded!by!“J”)!are!given!on!the!right).!“c”! corresponds! to! leftward! oriented!genes.!
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genes! encoding! proteins! of! unknown! functions.! The! combinations! of! the! following!results! strongly! indicate! that! RcoLS20! is! the! master! regulator! of! conjugation.! First,!inactivation! of! rcoLS20! on! pLS20cat! resulted! in! constitutive! high! levels! of! conjugation.!Second,! ectopic! expression! of! rcoLS20! resulted! in! undetectable! conjugation! level.! And!third,! overproduction! of! RcoLS20! caused! a! strong! repression! of! almost! all! genes! in! the!putative!conjugation!operon.!!
4.3.4! RcoLS20! represses! conjugation! genes! by! regulating! putative!








Figure! R13.! The! rcoLS20:gene! 28!intergenic! region! contains! a! strong!promoter! that! is! inhibited! by! the!pLS20cat:encoded! protein! RcoLS20.!Strains! were! streaked! on! X:gal!containing! LB! plates! and! incubated!16!hrs!at!370!C.!In!case!of!PKS5,!10!µM!IPTG! was! also! added! in! the! plate!when!indicated.!
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We! next! addressed! the! possibility! that! RcoLS20! would! be! directly! responsible! for!suppressing! conjugation!by! repressing! the!Pc!promoter! located!upstream!gene!28.! For!this!we!constructed!strain!PKS5!that!contains,!in!addition!to!the!Pc:lacZ!fusion,!a!copy!of!
rcoLS20!under!the!control!of!IPTG!inducible!Pspank!promoter!and!streaked!this!strain!on!LB!plates!with!or!without!IPTG!supplemented!with!X:gal.!After!overnight!growth,!colonies!were!blue!when!plates!did!not!contain!IPTG!but!they!were!white!when!plates!contained!10!µM!IPTG!(Fig.!R13).!Although!these!results!show!that!RcoLS20!represses!promoter!Pc!when!expressed!from!an!inducible!promoter,!it!does!not!guarantee!that!rcoLS20!produces!sufficient! repressor! to! inhibit! promoter! Pc! activity! in! its! natural! setting,! i.e.! on! the!plasmid.!To!study!this!we!constructed!strain!PKS8!by!introducing!pLS20cat! into!strain!PKS3!containing! the!Pc:lacZ*fusion!and!plated! it!onto!X:gal!plates.!Fig.!R13!shows! that!colonies!were!white!when!cells!contained!pLS20cat.!From!these!results,!we!concluded!that! RcoLS20! represses! conjugation! genes! by! regulating!main! conjugation! promoter! Pc.!More! detailed! analyses! about! promoter! Pc! and! its! regulation! by! RcoLS20! is! under!investigation!by!another!student!in!the!lab.!!
4.3.5!RapLS20! is!not! involved! in! sporulation!or! competence!but! stimulates!
conjugation!!! A! putative! rap=phr! cassette! (genes! 25:26)! is! located! downstream!of! the! repressor!gene! rcoLS20!in! the! plasmid! pLS20cat;!which!we!name! rapLS20! and!phrLS20,! respectively.!The!genome!of!B.*subtilis!contains!eleven!rap!genes.!The!name!rap!refers!to!the!activity!of!founding!member!RapA!shown!to!be!a!Regulator!Aspartate!Phosphatase!(125).!Most!Rap! proteins! studied! interfere! with! developmental! processes! such! as! sporulation,!competence! and! production! of! degradative! enzymes! and! antibiotics! (125–127).! rap!genes!have!also!been! identified!on! some!plasmids! from!B.*subtilis*(97,!112,!128,!129).!For!those!analyzed,!plasmid:encoded!rap!genes!also!affect!sporulation!or!production!of!extracellular! proteases! (129,! 130).! Based! on! this,! it! seemed! plausible! that! rapLS20! too!would!play!a!role!in!sporulation!and/or!competence.!To!test!this,!we!used!strain!GR20,!which!contains!a!single!copy!of!rapLS20!gene!under!IPTG!inducible!promoter!Pspank!at!its!chromosome.!Surprisingly!though,!overexpression!of!RapLS20!did!not!significantly!affect!sporulation!or!competence!(Table!R5).!We! then! tested! whether! rapLS20! has! a! role! in! pLS20cat! conjugation.! We!introduced! pLS20cat! into! strain! GR23,! which! contains! the! Pspank:rapLS20! fusion! at! the!
amyE!locus.!The!resulting!strain!GR23!was!used!as!a!donor!in!conjugation!experiments!to! determine! the! conjugation! kinetics! of! pLS02cat! in! presence/absence! of! inducer.!Strain! PKS11! (wild! type! donor! of! pLS20cat)! was! included! as! a! control! (Fig.! R14).!
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Interestingly,! ectopic! expression! of! rapLS20! stimulated! conjugation! and! the! kinetics! of!conjugation!obtained!under!these!conditions!was!similar!to!that!obtained!for!pLS20rco,!the!derivative! containing! a!deletion!of! gene! rcoLS20.! Thus,! in!both! cases,! the!maximum!levels! of! conjugation! increased! and! efficient! conjugation! occurred! during! a! much!broader!time!window.!!!!!!!!To!confirm! that!RapLS20! stimulates!conjugation,!we!used! two!approaches.!First,!we!determined! the!expression!profile!of!pLS20cat!genes!by!RNAseq!when!rapLS20!was!overexpressed! from!an!ectopic! locus! in!strain!GR23.!A!heat!map!representation!of! the!results!is!given!in!the!right!lane!of!Figure!R12.!Interestingly,!almost!all!of!the!pLS20cat!genes!whose! expression!was! repressed! by! RcoLS20! (middle! lane,! red! rectangles)!were!overexpressed! when! RapLS20! was! induced! ectopically! (right! lane,! green! rectangles).!Second,!we!deleted!rapLS20! from!pLS20cat!by!replacing! it!with!a!Kan!marker,!and! then!determined!the!conjugation!kinetics!of!the!resulting!plasmid!pLS20rap.!Consistent!with!its! role!as!a!positive!regulator,! the!absence!of!rapLS20! resulted! in!a!severe!reduction! in!conjugation!efficiency!(PKS79)!(Fig.!R14).!!!!!!!!!!!The! combination! of! these! results! provides! compelling! evidence! that! RapLS20!stimulates! conjugation! by! relieving! RcoLS20! mediated! repression! of! the! conjugation!genes.!Our!preliminary!data! suggests! that!RapLS20! is!directly! responsible! for! inhibiting!RcoLS20!mediated!repression!of!the!Pc!promoter.!
Figure! R14.! RapLS20! stimulates!
conjugation.! Conjugation! kinetics! of!pLS20cat! and! pLS20rap! were! determined!with! and! without! ectopic! expression! of!RapLS20!as!described!in!M&M.!PKS7!was!used!as! recipient! strain.! GR23! (pLS20cat)! and!PKS79! (pLS20rap)! were! used! as! donor!strains.! GR23! contains! an! ectopic! copy! of!
rapLS20! under! the! control! of! the! IPTG!inducible! Pspank! promoter! at! the!chromosomal! amyE! locus.! T=0! corresponds!to!the!end!of!the!exponential!growth!phase.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!
Table&R4.!Ectopic&expression&of&RapLS20&does&not&affect&competence&
or&sporulation!Process! IPTG!(1mM)! Relative!efficiency!!Competence! ;! 1!+! 2.638!Sporulation! ;! 1!+! 0.65!Strain!GR20!(amyE::Pspank;rapLS20)!was!used!to!determine!efficiencies!of!competence!and!sporulation!using!standard!protocols.!!
Table&R3.&Gene&27c&(rcoLS20)&encodes&a&repressor&of&conjugation&Strain! Genotype! Plasmid! IPTG!(1mM)! Conjugation!efficiency!(transconjugants/donor)!PKS11! 168!(wt)! pLS20cat! ;! 5.6x10;3!+! 3.8x10;3!PKS14! 168,amyE::PspankrcoLS20! pLS20cat! ;! 1.6x10;4!+! <1x10;8!PKS86! 168,amyE::PspankrcoLS20! pLS20rco! ;! 5.7x10;2!+! <1x10;8!Conjugation!efficiencies!are!the!mean!value!of!at!least!three!independent!experiments!
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!Mature! Phr*! peptides! of! other! rap=phr! cassettes! are! taken! up! by! the! oligo:peptide! permease! (Opp)! of!B.*subtilis*(47,! 126,! 127).! Figure!R16A! shows! that! Phr*LS20!
Figure! R16.! Phr*LS20! pentapeptide! inhibits! conjugation! in! an! opp! dependent! manner.! A.!Effects! of! synthetic! Phr*! peptide! on! conjugation! in! the! wild! type! and! an! opp! deficient!background.!Conjugation!efficiencies!of!pLS20cat!were!determined!at!late!exponential!growth!phase!using!as!recipient!strain!PKS7,!and!as!donor!either!strain!PKS11!(wild!type,!black!bars)!or!PKS98!(oppA,*grey!bars).*Diluted!overnight!grown!cultures!of!donor!cells!were!split!in!two,!and!Phr*LS20!pentapeptide!was!added!to!a! final!concentration!of!6!μM!to!one!of! the!cultures!and!equal!volume!of!the!peptide!buffer!to!the!other.!B.!Conjugation!kinetics!of!pLS20cat!and!pLS20phr.! Conjugation! kinetics! was! determined! as! described! in! M! &! M! using! PKS7! as!recipient! strain! and! PKS14! (pLS20cat)! or! PKS117! (pLS20phr)! as! donor! strains.! T=0!corresponds!to!the!end!of!the!exponential!growth!phase.!Both!donor!strains!contain!an!ectopic!copy! of! rcoLS20! under! the! IPTG! inducible! Pspank! promoter! at! the! chromosomal! amyE! locus.!Overnight! cultures! of! donor! cells!were! grown! in! the!presence!of! 1!mM! IPTG!and!diluted! in!fresh!pre:warmed!LB!medium!without!IPTG.!
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also! is! taken! up! by! Opp! system! as! addition! of! Phr*LS20! peptide! hardly! affected!conjugation!when!donor!cells!were!opp:deficient.!!Next,!we!constructed!a!derivative!of!pLS20,!pLS20phr,!in!which!the!phrLS20!gene!was! deleted! and! tested! its! conjugation! kinetics.! The! results! presented! in! Figure!R16B!show!that!inactivation!of!phrLS20!had!similar!effect!on!conjugation!as!those!observed!in!the! presence! of! ectopic! expression! of! RapLS20! (Fig.! R14)! or! inactivation! of! rcoLS20! (Fig.!R11).!Thus,! in! the! absence!of!phrLS20! conjugation!efficiencies! are!high!and! conjugation!occurs!during!a!very!broad!time!window.!!!!!!!!!!!Under!our! laboratory!conditions,!efficient!conjugation! is! limited!to!a!rather!small! time!window!before!the!end!of!the!exponential!growth!phase!(see!Fig.!R9).!The!results!that!Phr*LS20!inhibits!the!activity!of!RapLS20,!and!that!conjugation!levels!are!high!at!all!growth!phases!for!pLS20phr!indicate!that!the!amount!of!RapLS20!protein!is!not!a!limiting!factor!for! activating! conjugation! but! that! its! activity! is! inhibited! by! Phr*LS20! during! early!exponential! as! well! as! stationary! growth! phases.! Phr*LS20:mediated! inhibition! of!conjugation!during! stationary!phase! is!most! likely!due! to! the!accumulation!of!Phr*LS20!during!growth,!which!will!reach!RapLS20:inhibiting!threshold!levels!at!or!near!the!end!of!the! exponential! growth! phase.! However,! the! low! levels! of! conjugation! during! early!exponential! growth! cannot! be! explained! by! a! similar! kind! of! reasoning! because! the!freshly! diluted! culture! will! contain! low! levels! of! Phr*LS20! in! the! culture!medium.! One!possible!explanation!for!this!is!that!this!is!due!to!intrinsic!feature(s)!of!early!exponential!cells.! This! explanation! can! be! excluded! though! as! high! levels! of! conjugation! were!obtained!at!early!exponential!growth!phase!with!pLS20phr,!pLS20rco!or!when!RapLS20!was! ectopically! expressed.! An! alternative! explanation! could! be! that! RapLS20:inhibiting!levels! of! Phr*LS20!are! still! present! inside! the! cells! after! overnight! grown! culture! were!diluted! in! fresh!medium.! If! this!were! the! case,! then! high! conjugation! levels!would! be!expected! at! early! exponential! growth! phase! by! first! growing! the! diluted! overnight!
Figure! R17.! Conjugation! kinetics! of!pLS20cat! after! re:dilution! of! the! donor! cell!culture.!Conjugation!kinetics!using!PKS7!and!PKS11! as! recipient! and! donor! strains,!respectively,!was!determined!as!described!in!Materials! and! Methods! with! the! following!modification.! Overnight! cultures! were!diluted,!grown!until! late!exponential!growth!phase! (OD600=! 0,8),! and! diluted! again! (to!OD600=!0.05)!before!starting!the!experiment.!
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$ Conjugative!plasmids!not!only!confer!a!wide!range!of!advantageous!features!to!the!host,!but!also!can!transmit!these!horizontally.!While!it!is!well!known!that!plasmids!often!carry!genes!associated!with!resistance,!virulence!and!degradative!compound!and!bacteriocin! production,! genes! regulating! the! natural! competence! of! host! cells! have!never! been! reported! before.! The! discovery! of! a! rok! homologue! in! the! genome! of! a!natural!conjugative!plasmid!was!interesting!as!it!provided!a!new!dimension!for!studying!plasmidAhost!interaction!and!evolution.!!At!present,!we!can!only!speculate!about!the!biological!function!of!pLS20Amediated!inhibition!of!competence.!The!conjugation!and!competence!processes!have! in!common!that! they! both! transport! single! stranded! DNA! over! the! cell! membrane! and! various!similarities! exist! between! the! competence! and! conjugation! related! DNA! transfer!machines!(131).! It! is!possible!that!expression!and!assembly!of! the!competenceArelated!DNA! uptake! machine! interferes! with! proper! assembly! and/or! functioning! of! the!conjugationArelated!DNA! transfer!machine.! RokLS20Amediated! inhibition! of! competence!might!suppress!such!a!presumed!interference.!Whereas!this!is!a!plausible!explanation!it!should!be!mentioned!that,!under!laboratory!conditions,!maximum!levels!of!conjugation!and!competence!occur!at!different!growth!phases!and!conditions.!It!is!also!possible!that!the! plasmid! inhibits! competence! development! to! limit! the! fitness! cost! to! the! host.!Alternatively,! inhibition! of! competence! may! be! beneficial! for! the! genetic! stability! of!plasmid! pLS20! by! (i)! suppressing! possible! recombination! between! pLS20! absorbed!exogenous! DNA! and/or! (ii)! suppressing! possible! interA! or! intraApLS20! recombination!events.! Regarding! this! latter! supposition! it! is! worth! mentioning! that! pLS20! contains!multiple!regions!of!direct!and!inverted!repeats.!!
The!identification!of!a!large!number!of!new!Rok!homologues!(Fig.!R8)!allowed!us!to! compare!and! classify!Rok!proteins! into! two!distinct! groups.!The!difference! in! their!genomic! contexts! and! amino! acid! sequences! between! these! two! groups! suggests! that!acquisition! of! these! rok! genes! is! the! result! of! more! than! one! independent! horizontal!transfer! event.!While! the! ‘large! rok! genes’!were!most! likely! acquired! through! a! single!insertion! event! by! a! common! ancestor,! as! suggested! earlier! (123),! the! origin! of! the!‘small!rok! genes’! is!more!complicated.! It! is!possible! that!an!ancient,! common!ancestor!acquired!a!small!rok!gene! long!before!the!group!of! the! ‘large!rok!genes’!appeared,!and!that! enough! time! has! passed! for! the! gene! to! evolve! independently! in! the! different!
Bacillus!species,!which!would!explain!why!they!are!less!conserved.!Another!possibility!is!that! these! ‘small! rok! genes’! were! acquired! independently! throughout! the! history! of!
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evolution.!As!one!of!the!‘small!rok!genes’!is!located!on!the!pLS20!plasmid,!it!is!tempting!to!speculate!that!conjugative!plasmids!may!have!been!involved!in!the!spread!of!at!least!some!of!the!rok!genes!belonging!to!this!group.!Interestingly,!B.!licheniformis!ATCC!14580!and! three!B.1subtilis! subsp,! each! contain! two! rok! genes:! one!of! the! group!of! ‘large! rok!genes’!and!one!of!the!groups!of!‘small!rok1genes’.!No!transformation!has!been!observed!for! these! four! strains! using! standard! protocols.! However,! it! has! been! reported! that!artificial!induction!of!comK!expression!in!B.!subtilis!subsp.!spizizenii1strain!ATCC!6633!is!able!to!induce!competence!development!(132).!It!will!be!interesting!to!test!whether!the!lack!of!transformability!in!these!strains!is!due!to!the!presence!of!two!rok!genes!on!their!genomes.!
5.2 Phr*LS20$peptide$mediated$regulation$of$conjugation$system$of$pLS20$!We!report!for!the!first!time!the!regulation!of!a!conjugation!system!present!on!a!native!B.1subtilis!plasmid.!Our!results!show!that! the!conjugation!genes!of!pLS20cat!are!not! induced! by! recipientAproduced! pheromones,! demonstrating! that! regulation! of! the!conjugation!system!of!pLS20cat!is!fundamentally!different!from!that!of!the!enterococcal!plasmids!pAD1!and!pCF10.!! Using! different! experimental! approaches! we! demonstrated! that! the! pLS20cat!gene! 27c! encodes! the! master! regulator! of! conjugation,! RcoLS20.! Interestingly,! ectopic!expression!of!RcoLS20,!predicted!to!be!a!DNA!binding!protein,!resulted!in!the!repression!of! not! only! the! large,! putative! conjugation! operon! spanning! genes! 28! to! 74,! but! also!some!other!pLS20cat!genes! located!outside! the!putative!operon!(for!example,!gene!11!and!16A21c).!While!it!is!possible!that!the!effects!of!RcoLS20!on!the!expression!of!some!of!the!genes!are! indirect,! the!combination!of!our! results! clearly! shows! that!RcoLS20! is! the!master! regulator! of! conjugation.! Further! work! to! characterize! the! DNAAbinding!properties!of!RcoLS20!and!to!identify!the!operator!site(s)!of!RcoLS20!will!be!able!to!provide!important!information!on!how!the!different!genes!on!pLS20!are!regulated.!! We!also!show!that!conjugation! is!activated!by!antiArepression!and!that!RapLS20,!encoded! by! pLS20cat! gene! 25,! is! the! antiArepressor! of! RcoLS20.! RapLS20! belongs! to! the!large! family! of! Rap! proteins.! At! the! moment,! the! number! of! rap! genes! present! in!databases! exceeded!500!members.! To!our! knowledge,! this! is! the! first! time! that! a!Rap!protein!has!been!demonstrated!to!activate!plasmid!conjugation.!The!observations!that!RapLS20!did!not!affect!these!differentiation!routes!may!be!explained!by!the!recently!obtained!functional!and!structural!data!on!how!Rap!proteins!interact! with! regulatory! proteins! in! the! sporulation! and! competence! pathways! (133,!134).! Initiation! of! sporulation! is! controlled! by! the! master! regulator! of! sporulation,!
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Spo0A,!which!becomes!activated!upon!phosphorylation! through!a!phosphorelay.!Eight!of! the!Rap!proteins! encoded! by! the! chromosome!of!B.1subtilis! and! some!Rap!proteins!encoded! by! the! Bacillus1 plasmids! have! been! shown! to! interact! with! and!dephosphorylate! the! sporulation! protein! Spo0F,! one! of! the! intermediate! signal!transducers.! This! interrupts! the!phosphate! flux! in!which! the!phosphate! is! transferred!from!kinases!to!Spo0A!through!a!phosphorelay!(135).!Competence!development,!on!the!other!hand,! is! controlled!by! the! transcription! factor!of!competence,!ComA.! It!has!been!shown! that! RapC,! RapF! and! RapH! inhibit! competence! by! interacting! with! ComA! and!preventing! it! from! binding! to! DNA! (136).! Sequence! comparison! show! that! all! Rap!proteins! contain! a! rather! small! NAterminal! domain! of! about! 70! residues! that! is!composed!of!a!3Ahelix!bundle.!This!NAterminal!domain!is!connected!by!a!flexible!linker!to! a! much! larger! CAterminal! domain! that! generally! harbors! the! Rap! characteristic!tetratricopeptide! repeat! (TPR)! sequences! (133,! 134).! The! recently! resolved! crystal!structure! of! the! Spo0FARapH! complex! revealed! that! Spo0F! interacts! with! both! the! CAterminal!TPR!domain!and!the!NAterminal!3Ahelix!bundle!of!RapH,!including!Gln47!in!the!NAterminal!domain.!This!glutamine!residue!(GLu49!in!the!case!of!RapP!encoded!by!the!B.1
subtilis! plasmid! pBS32)! is! highly! conserved! and! constitutes! the! catalytic! residue!responsible! for! dephosphorylating! Spo0F~P! (47,! 130,! 137).! The! alignment! of! the! NAterminal! regions! of! Rap! proteins,! presented! in! Figure! R15,! shows! that! neither! the!catalytic! residue! nor! other! residues! in! this! region! shown! to! be! important! for! RapH!phosphatase!activity!in1vitro!and!in1vivo!are!conserved!in!RapLS20!or!Rap576,!the!latter!is!encoded!by!a!related!theta!replicating!plasmid!p576!(112).!!! In! the! case! of! ComA,! several! ComAAinteracting! residues! of! RapF,! which! are!conserved!among!Rap!proteins!known!to!interact!with!ComA,!have!been!identified!and!shown!to!be!vital!for!the!functionality!of!RapF!(134).!The!alignment!in!Figure!R15!shows!that! these! residues!are!not! conserved! in!RapLS20!or!Rap576,! consistent!with!our! finding!that!RapLS20!does!not!affect! competence.!Thus,! residues! important! for! interaction!with!Spo0F!or!ComA!are!not!conserved!in!RapL20,!which!most!probably!explains!why!RapLS20!does! not! affect! sporulation! or! competence.! It! is! worth! mentioning! that! Rap! proteins!involved! in!the!regulation!of!competence!and!sporulation!pathways!act!as!modulators,!by! inhibiting! and/or! delaying! these! developmental! processes.! On! contrary,! RapLS20!functions!as!an!activator,!and!rather!than!being!a!modulator,! it!plays!a!decisive!role! in!the!conjugation!process!by!relieving!RcoLS20Amediated!repression.!Our!results!on!RapLS20,!together! with! published! results! on! other! Rap! proteins! demonstrates! the! enormous!plasticity! of! how! these! proteins! have! evolved! into! versatile! regulatory! proteins! that!
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control! diverse! cellular! processes! by! interacting! with! a! wide! range! of! regulatory!proteins.!!!!!!!
! The!combination!of! results!obtained! indicate! that! the!pLS20!conjugation!genes!will!be!activated!specifically!when!donor!cells!are!surrounded!by!recipient!cells!(when!Phr*LS20!concentration!is!low),!and!not!by!other!donor!cells!(when!Phr*LS20!concentration!is!high).!Besides!preventing!futile!expression!of!conjugation!genes!when!recipient!cells!are! not! present,! strict! regulation! of! the! conjugation! genes! is! likely! to! serve! other!purposes.! For! instance,! pLS20! replicates! via! a! theta!mode! of! replication! (97).! During!conjugation,! however,! replication! switches! to! the! rollingAcircle! mode! to! generate! the!ssDNA! strand! that! is! destined! to! be! transferred! into! the! recipient! cell.! Simultaneous!replication! of! the! theta! and! rollingAcircle! modes! are! likely! not! compatible! and! strict!regulation! of! the! conjugation! genes,! amongst! which! are! those! involved! in! initiating!rolling! circle! replication,! contributes! to! selecting! the!mode!of! replication! according! to!the! situation.! In! addition,! it! is! likely! that! expression! of! the! conjugation! genes! poses! a!large! burden! to! the! cell.! This! view! is! supported! by! our! observations! that! growth! is!affected!in!cells!harbouring!pLS20rco!and!pLS20phr,!i.e.!plasmids!containing!alterations!leading!to!constitutive!expression!of!the!conjugation!genes.!A! summary! of! the! regulatory! circuitry! of! the! pLS20! conjugation! genes! is!schematically! presented! in! Figure! R18.! RcoLS20! is! responsible! for! maintaining!conjugation! in!the!default!“OFF”!state!by!repressing!the!conjugation!genes.!RapLS20!can!
Figure$R15.$Conserved$residues$important$for$Rap$proteins$known$to$interact$with$Spo0F$
or$ComA$are$not$conserved$in$RapLS20.!Amino!acid!sequences!corresponding!to!the!NAterminal!3Ahelix! bundles! of! Bacillus! Rap! proteins! previously! demonstrated! to! dephosphorylate! Spo0F!(RapP,! RapA,! RapB,! RapE,! RapJ! RapH,! RapXO1! (=BXA0205),! and! Rap60! [Spo0FAphosphatase!activity!has!not!been!demonstrated!biochemically! for!Rap60])!or! to! interact!with!ComA!(RapF,!RapC! and! RapH)!were! aligned! together!with! the! corresponding! regions! of! RapLS20,! Rap576! and!RapI!using!clustallW2.!The!highly!conserved!tryptophan!residue!present!in!all!these!Rap!proteins!is! indicated! in! green.!The! catalytic!Gln47! residue!of!RapH! that! is! conserved! in! six!of! the! seven!other! Spo0FAinteracting! Rap! proteins! as! well! as! in! RapI! are! highlighted! in! red.! Alanine!substitutions!in!Rap!proteins!that!cause!complete!or!significant!loss!of!function/interaction!with!Spo0F!and!ComA!are!highlighted!by!blue!boxes!(133)(134).!RapH!residue!Leu55!is!conserved!in!RapLS20!and!Rap576.!It!is!worth!mentioning!that!although!the!L55A!mutant!affected!the!function!of!RapH! in1vivo,!no! loss!of!RapH!function!was!observed!for! this!mutant! in1vitro! (133).!Positions!of!the!αAhelices!are!indicated!above!the!alignment.!
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activate!conjugation!by!relieving!RcoLS20Amediated!repression,!but! is!only!able!to!do!so!when! its! activity! is! not! inhibited! by! the! Phr*LS20! signaling! peptide.! Therefore,!conjugation! of! the! pLS20cat! plasmid! is! strictly! regulated! by! the! Phr*LS20! peptideAmediated!quorum!sensing!(QS)!mechanism.!!QS! is! a! common!way! by!which! bacteria! communicate! with! one! another! using!small!and!diffusible!chemical!signaling!molecules.!When!the!concentration!of!a!signaling!molecule!reaches!a!certain! “quorum”,!bacteria!respond!by!altering! its!gene!expression!profile!at!a!(sub)!populationAwide!scale.!Several!cellular!processes!in!both!GramApositive!and!GramAnegative!bacteria! have!been! shown! to!be! regulated!by!QS,! among! them! the!development! of! natural! competence! in! B.1 subtilis! and! Streptococcus1 pneumonia1 (126,!138).! Here,! we! show! that! QS! plays! a! role! in! HGT! at! another! level! by! regulating!expression! of! conjugation! genes! of! plasmid! pLS20.! So! far,! QS! has! been! reported! to!regulate!conjugation!genes!of!only!a!few!other!conjugative!elements.!These!include!the!transfer! of! the! tumorAinducing! pTI! plasmid! of! the! GramAnegative! Agrobacterium1









$Although!rap;phr!cassettes!have!not!been!shown!before!to!regulate!conjugation!of! a! plasmid,! the! B.1 subtilis! chromosomal! rapI;phrI! cassette! has! been! described! to!regulate!activation!of!the!integrative!conjugative!element!ICEBs1!(47).!There!are!several!similarities!but!also!interesting!differences!between!the!conjugation!systems!present!on!plasmid! pLS20! and! the! chromosomal! ICEBs1.! In! both! systems,! transcription! of! the!conjugation! genes! are! repressed! by! an! XreAtype! repressor! (RcoLS20! and! ImmR,!respectively)!and!the!gene!encoding!the!repressor!protein!is!divergently!oriented!with!respect! to! a! large! putative! operon! encoding! the! structural! conjugation! genes.! In!addition,! in! both! cases! conjugation! is! activated! by! a! Rap! protein! (RapLS20! and! RapI,!
and that it is strongly inhibited during stationary growth. This
important difference may be related to the fact that conjugation of
pLS20cat occurs efficiently in liquid medium when cells have a
planktonic lifestyle and probably spend more time in the
exponential growth phase than cells growing in sessile communi-
ties. Our results on RapLS20, together with published results on
other Rap proteins, demonstrate the enormous plasticity of how
these proteins have evolved into versatile regulatory proteins that
control diverse cellular processes by interacting with a wide range
of other regulatory proteins.
Materials and Methods
Bacterial strains, media, oligonucleotides and peptides
Escherichia coli and B. subtilis strains were grown in Luria-Bertani
(LB) medium or on 1.5% LB agar plates [57]. When appropriate,
media or agar plates were supplemented with the following
antibiotics: ampicillin (100 mg/ml), erythromycin (1 and 150 mg/
ml for B. subtilis and E. coli, respectively), chloramphenicol (5 mg/
ml), spectinomycin (100 mg/ml), kanamycin (10 mg/ml). Compe-
tent cells were prepared as described before [58]. Transformants
were selected on LB agar plates with appropriate antibiotics. For
sporulation experiments, Bacillus strains were grown in Schaeffer’s
medium [59]. Plasmids and strains used are listed in supplemental
Table S4. B. subtilis strains are all isogenic with B. subtilis strain 168
(Bacillus Genetic Stock Centre Code 1A700). Oligonucleotides
used (Isogen Life Sciences, The Netherlands) are listed in
supplemental Table S5. Phr*LS20 and Phr*576 peptides were
synthesized by the Proteomics department of our Institute.
Transformation
E. coli cells were transformed using standardized methods [57].
For standard B. subtilis transformations, competent cells were
Figure 8. Model of regulatory circuitry of pLS20 conjugation genes. A. Repressed state due to RcoLS20. Gene rcoLS20 (red arrow, rco) encoding
the master repressor of conjugation genes RcoLS20 is divergently transcribed from the putative conjugation operon encompassing genes 28 to 74
(light blue arrows). RcoLS20 inhibits expression of the conjugation genes by repressing a promoter, Pc, located upstream of gene 28, the first gene of
the putative conjugation operon (our unpublished results). B. Activation of conjugation by RapLS20 anti-repressor. Gene rapLS20 (green arrow, rap)
encodes the anti-repressor of RcoLS20 leading to de-repression of the conjugation genes. C. Repressed state due to inactivation of RapLS20 by
signaling peptide Phr*LS20. Gene phrLS20 (brown arrow, phr) encodes a pre-pro-protein of 44 residues. This protein is subject to an export-maturation-
import route. The mature pentapeptide inhibits activity of the RapLS20 anti-repressor protein. For simplicity, import of the mature peptide has been
shown into the cell producing the peptide. Grey cylinders labeled sec and imp, respectively, indicate the secretion and import routes. Extracellular
processing of the secreted peptide is symbolized by the brown interrupted rectangle. QS, quorum sensing.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003892.g008
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Figure$R18.$Model$ of$ regulatory$ circuitry$ of$ pLS20$ conjugation$ genes.!A.!Repressed!state!due!to!RcoLS20.!Gen !rcoLS20!(red!arrow,!rco)!encodi g!the!master!repressor!of!conjug tion!g nes!RcoLS20! is! divergently! transcribed! from! the! conjugation! operon! encompassing! genes! 28! to! 74!(light! blue! arrows).! RcoLS20! inhibits! expression! of! the! conjugation! genes! by! repressing! the!promoter,!PC,!l cated!upstream!of!gen !28,!th !first!gene!of!the!conjugation!operon.!B.!A tivation!of! conjugation! by! RapLS20! antiArepressor.! Gene! rapLS20! (green! arrow,! rap)! encodes! the! antiArepressor!of!RcoLS20!leading!to!deArepression!of!the!conjugation!genes.!C.!Repressed!state!due!to!inactivation!of!RapLS20!by!si naling!peptide!Phr*LS20.!Gene!p rLS20!(brown! rrow,!phr)!encod s!a!preApro!protein!of!44!residue.!This!protein!is!subject!to!an!exportAmaturationAimport!route.!The!mature! pentapeptide! inhibits! activity! of! the! RapLS20! antiArepressor! protein.! For! simplicity,!import! of! th ! mature! peptide! has! b en! show ! in! the! peptideAproducing! cell.! Grey! cylinders!labeled! sec! and! imp! indicate! the! secretion! and! import! routes,! respectively.! Extracellular!processing! of! the! secreted! peptide! is! symbolized! by! the! brown! interrupted! rectangle.! QS,!quorum!sensing.!
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respectively)!whose!activity!is!controlled!by!a!quorum!sensing!peptide!encoded!by!the!downstream!phr!gene.!As!we!have!proposed!for!rapLS20AphrLS20,!a!major!function!of!the!
rapIAphrI! cassette! of! ICEBs1! is! a! sensing! mechanism! to! induce! genes! required! for!conjugation!when!recipient!cells!are!present!(47).!
However,! there! are! several! important! differences! between! the! RapLS20APhrLS20!and!the!RapIAPhrI!systems.!One!significant!difference!is!that!transfer!of!ICEBs1!requires,!besides! RapI,! the! ICEBs1Aencoded! ImmA! protein! to! relieve! the! ImmRAmediated!repression! of! the! ICEBs1! genes! (140).! The! immA! gene! is! located! immediately!downstream!of!immR.!ImmA!is!a!protease!that!cleaves!ImmR!and!its!activity!is!probably!controlled! by! RapI! (140).! However,! an! immA! homologue! is! not! present! on! pLS20cat.!More!importantly,!our!preliminary!results!indicate!that!RapLS20!functions!directly!as!the!antiArepressor!of!RcoLS20! (to!be!published!elsewhere).!Another!major!difference! is! that!efficient!mating!of!ICEBs1,!like!most!other!ICEs,!is!limited!to!solid!media,!whereas!pLS20!mates!also!efficiently! in! liquid!medium!(13,!14).! In!a! typical!solid!medium!conjugation!experiment,!a!concentrated!mixture!of!donor!and!recipient!cells!is!incubated!on!a!solid!surface!for!several!hours,!permitting!donor!cells!to!intimately!contact!recipient!cells!for!a!prolonged!period!of! time.!These!conditions!also!correlate!with!high!cell!density,! cell!crowding!and!starvation,!i.e.!stationary!phase!conditions!at!which!cells!generally!induce!developmental!pathways!in!order!to!cope!with!the!suboptimal!growth!conditions.!
The!third!difference!is!the!timing!of!transfer.!Auchtung!et!al.!(47)!reported!that!conjugation!of!ICEBs1!is!low!during!mid!exponential!and!much!higher!during!stationary!growth.! The! authors! provided! evidence! that! rapI! is! negatively! regulated! by! the!transition!state!regulator!AbrB,!which!represses!transcription!of!several!B.1subtilis!genes!specifically!during!the!exponential!growth!phase(141).!Thus,!RapI!stimulates!transfer!of!ICEBs1! during! stationary! phase! conditions! that! favor! intimate! intercellular! contacts;!conditions! that! typically! occur!during! conjugation!on! solid!medium.! In!B.1subtilis! such!conditions! also! stimulate! initiation! of! the! sporulation! pathway.! Most! probably,!sporulation! and! conjugative! transfer! of! an! ICE! element! are! not! compatible! and! hence!efficient!transfer!of!the!ICEBs1!element!would!benefit!from!inhibiting!sporulation!in!that!cell.! Interestingly,! we! have! found! that! ectopic! expression! of! RapI! strongly! affects!sporulation.! In! agreement!with!our! results,! it! has!been! shown!very! recently! that!RapI!can! dephosphorylate! Spo0F! in1 vitro! (137).! Together! these! results! demonstrated! that!RapI! has! a! dual! function:! it! activates! transfer! of! ICEBs1! during! stationary! phase! and!inhibits!the!initiation!of!sporulation!that!is!normally!stimulated!under!these!conditions.!
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1. Plasmid! pLS20cat! has! a! size! of! 65,774! bps! and! its! (G+C)! content! is! 37.8%.! It!contains!92!ORFs!that!would!encode!for!a!protein!of!at!least!30!amino!acids,!and!that!are!preceded!by!a!putative!ribosomal!binding!site.!Based!on!annotation!and!other!criteria,!the!genes/ORFs!have!been!grouped!in!five!modules.!!
2. Presence! of! plasmid! pLS20cat! inhibits! competency! of! its! host.! ORF64! of!pLS20cat! is! responsible! for! competence! inhibition.!The!deduced! amino! acid! of!ORF64!has!homology!to!RokBs168!encoded!by!the!genome!of!Bacillus(subtilis!and!thus!we!named!the!gene!rokLS20.!!
3. Repression! of! comK! expression! by! preferential! binding! of! RokLS20! to! the! comK!promoter! results! in! decreased! numbers! within! a! population! that! become!competent.!
4. RokLS20! does! not! affect! ComK! levels! posttranscriptionally.! Hence,! a! strain!allowing!ectopic!expression!of!ComK!from!an!inducible!promoter!develops!high!levels!of!competence!even!in!the!presence!of!plasmid!pLS20cat.!!
5. pLS20cat!conjugates!in!liquid!media!and!maximum!conjugation!occurs!during!a!short!window!of!time!near!the!end!of!the!exponential!growth!phase.!!
6. The! conjugation! genes! of! pLS20cat! are! not! induced! by! recipientZencoded!pheromones! and! thus! regulation! of! the! conjugation! system! of! pLS20cat! is!fundamentally!different!from!that!of!the!enterococcal!plasmids!pAD1!and!pCF10.!
7. A!long!conjugation!operon!followed!by!rap1phr(cassette!is!present!next!to!origin!of!replication.!!
8. The! deduced! protein! sequence! of! ORF27c! shows! homology! to! XreZtype!repressors.! Ectopic! overexpression! of! gene! 27c! fully! suppresses! pLS20cat!conjugation.!We!named!it!rcoLS20!(repressor!of!conjugation).!Binding!of!RcoLS20!at!promoter!Pc,! located!upstream!of!gene!28,!the!first!gene!of!conjugation!operon,!represses!expression!of!the!genes!present!in!the!conjugation!operon.!!
9. RapLS20!does!not!play!any!role! in! sporulation!or!competence!rather! it! activates!conjugation!by!counteracting!the!effect!of!RcoLS20.!!






!! 1. El!plásmido!pLS20cat! tiene!un! tamaño!de!65,774!pb!y!su!contenido!en!G+C!es!del!37,8%.! Contiene! 92! ORFs! que! pueden! codificar! proteínas! de! al! menos! 30!aminoácidos!que!están!precedidos!de!un!RBS!putativo.!Basándose!en!la!anotación!y!otros!criterios,!los!genes/ORFs!han!sido!agrupados!en!cinco!módulos.!2. La! presencia! del! plásmido! pLS20cat! inhibe! la! competencia! del! hospedador.! El!ORF64,! denominado! rokLS20,! de! pLS20cat! es! el! responsable! de! la! inhibición! de! la!competencia.!!3. La! represión! de! la! expresión! de! comK! ! por! la! unión! preferencial! de! RokLS20! al!promotor!de!comK!produce!un!descenso!en!el!número!de!células!de!una!población!que!entran!en!competencia.!4. RokLS20! !no!afecta!a!los!niveles!de!ComK!!de!forma!postranscripcional.!Por!lo!tanto,!una! cepa! que! permite! la! expresión! ectópica! de! ComK! mediante! un! promotor!inducible,!desarrolla!altos!niveles!de!competencia!incluso!en!presencia!del!plásmido!pLS20cat.!5. El! plásmido! pLS20cat! puede! conjugar! en! medio! líquido! y! la! mayor! eficiencia! de!conjugación!ocurre!durante!un!corto!periodo!de! tiempo!cercano!al! final!de! la! fase!exponencial!de!crecimiento.!6. Los! genes! de! conjugación! de! pLS20cat! no! son! inducidos! mediante! feromonas!codificadas!por!el!receptor,!y!por! lo!tanto!la!regulación!del!sistema!de!conjugación!de! pLS20cat! es! diferente! a! la! encontrada! los! plásmidos! pAD1! Y! pCF10! de!enterococos.!7. Junto!al!origen!de!replicación!se!encuentra!un!operón!de!conjugación!seguido!de!un!casete!rap)phr.!8. La!proteína!deducida!de!la!secuencia!del!ORF27c!muestra!homología!con!represores!tipo! Xre.! La! expresión! ectópica! del! gen! 27c! reprime! totalmente! la! conjugación! de!pLS20cat.!Hemos!nombrado!a!este!gen!rcoLS20!(represor!de!la!conjugación).!La!unión!de!RcoLS20!al!promotor!Pc,!situado!aguas!arriba!del!gen!28,!el!primer!gen!del!operón!de! la! conjugación,! reprime! la! expresión! de! los! genes! presentes! en! el! operón! de!conjugación.!9. RapLS20!no! juega! ningún! papel! en! la! esporulación! o! la! competencia,! sin! embargo!activa!la!conjugación!contrarrestando!el!efecto!de!RcoLS20.!
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Introducción+! Las! bacterias! pueden! intercambiar! genes! de! resistencia! a! antibióticos! mediante!diferentes! procesos,! conocidos! conjuntamente! como! Transferencia! Horizontal! de! Genes!(horizontal! gene! transfer,! HGT).! La! dispersión! entre! bacterias! patógenas! de! los! genes!responsables! de! las! resistencias! a! antibióticos,! es! un! gran! problema! tanto! para! la! salud!humana! como! en! el! ámbito! veterinario.! La! HGT! puede! producirse! mediante! tres!principales! mecanismos,! los! cuales! son! 1)! transformación,! 2)! transducción! y! 3)!conjugación.! La! transformación! consiste! en! la! absorción! del! DNA! desnudo! exógeno! por!células! competentes,! integrándolo! en! el! genoma!mediante! recombinación! homóloga.! La!transducción!es!la!transferencia!de!genes!bacterianos!de!una!célula!a!otra!!mediante!fagos.!Finalmente,! la! conjugación! es! un! proceso! altamente! específico! por! el! cual! el! DNA! es!transferido! desde! una! célula! donadora! a! otra! receptora! mediante! un! complejo!multiproteico! especializado,! denominado! aparato! de! conjugación.! Al! contrario! que! la!competencia! y! la! transducción,! la! conjugación! requiere! un! contacto! directo! entre! las!células!donadoras!y!receptoras.!La!conjugación!está!muy!extendida!entre!bacterias!GramOnegativas!y!GramOpositivas!y!está!mediada!por!sistemas!de!conjugación!que!pueden!estar!presentes! en! plásmidos! y/o! en! elementos! de! integración! conjugativos! (ICE,! Integrative!Conjugative!Elements).!Los!plásmidos!juegan!un!importante!papel!en!la!HGT!y!también!son!herramientas!esenciales! en! la! ingeniería! genética.! Los! plásmidos! codifican! genes! relacionados! con! la!detoxicación,! virulencia,! interacciones! ambientales,! y! como! se! ha! mencionado!anteriormente,! resistencia! a! antibióticos.! Por! lo! tanto,! para! poder! entender! estos!importantes!rasgos!bacterianos,!a!menudo!implicados!en!la!salud!humana!o!el!bienestar,!es!esencial!conocer!como!funcionan!los!plásmidos!conjugativos.!Generalmente,! la! expresión! de! los! genes! del! plásmido! necesarios! para! su!transferencia!por!conjugación!!está!estrictamente!regulada!para!minimizar!la!carga!sobre!la!célula.!Estos!sistemas!permanecen!en!un!estado!apagado!y!su!transferencia!es!inducida!en! respuesta! a! señales! ambientales! y! fisiológicas,! así! como! la! presencia! de! células!receptoras.! La! comprensión! de! estos! sistemas! de! control! pueden! ayudar! a!modificar! la!gestión!de!las!comunidades!microbianas!donde!la!transferencia!de!plásmidos!es!deseable!o!indeseable.!El! proceso! de! conjugación! y! su! regulación! transcripcional! ha! sido! estudiada! en!considerable! detalle! en! varios! plásmidos! presentes! en! bacterias! GramOnegativas.! Sin!embargo,! se! sabe! relativamente! poco! sobre! los! sistemas! de! conjugación! en! plásmidos!
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precedentes! de! bacterias! GramOpositivas,! muchos! de! los! cuales! son! organismos!industrialmente! o! medicamente! importantes.! Para! aumentar! el! conocimiento! sobre!!sistemas! de! conjugación! y! su! regulación! en! bacterias! GramOpositivas,! estudiamos! el!plásmido!nativo!pLS20!de!Bacillus(subtilis.!Los!estudios!descritos!en!esta!tesis!implican!(i)!la!secuenciación!y!la!anotación!del!plásmido!pLS20cat!(ii)!la!caracterización!de!un!gen!de!pLS20!responsable!de!la!inhibición!de!la!ruta!de!la!competencia!en!la!célula!portadora,!y!(iii)!el!análisis!del!circuito!de!la!regulación!del!proceso!de!conjugación.!!
Objetivos+
+ Hemos!elegido!el!plásmido!pLS20cat!para!estudiar!los!mecanismos!que!regulan!de!la!conjugación.!En!esta!tesis!se!proponen!los!siguientes!objetivos.!!!1.!Secuenciación!y!anotación!del!plásmido!pLS20cat.!!2.!Caracterización!de!los!factores!responsables!de!la!inhibición!de!la!competencia!en!presencia!de!pLS20cat.!!3.!Determinación!de!la!dinámica!de!conjugación!de!pLS20cat.!!4.!Caracterización!de!las!rutas!necesarias!para!regular!la!expresión!de!los!genes!de!conjugación!en!pLS20cat.!!
Resultados+y+discusión+! El! primer! objetivo! era! secuenciar! y! anotar! todo! el! plásmido! pLS20cat.! La!secuenciación! del! plásmido! pLS20cat! reveló! que! posee! un! tamaño! de! 65.774! pares! de!bases! (pb)! y! que! su! contenido! en! G+C! es! del! 37,8%.! Se! han! identificado! un! total! de! 92!marcos! de! lectura! abiertos! (ORFs,! Open! Reading! Frames)! de! más! de! 30! codones.! Un!resumen! de! las! características! de! los! genes/ORFs! identificados,! incluyendo! sus! posible!lugares! de! unión! del! ribosoma! (RBS,! Ribosomal! Binding! Site)! del! plásmido! pLS20cat! se!muestran!el!la!Tabla!Suplementaria!S1.!Las! características! identificadas,! combinadas! con! la! información! del! plásmido!relacionado!p576,!nos!ha!permitido!clasificar!las!regiones!y!los!diferentes!genes/ORFs!de!pLS20cat! en! cinco! módulos,! (i)! funciones! de! partición! del! plásmido,! (ii)! origen! de!replicación,!(iii)!casete!rap-phr,! (iv)!posible!operón!de!transferencia!por!conjugación!con!un! gen! contiguo! que! codifica! un! posible! represor,! y! (v)! genes/ORFs! de! funciones!desconocidas.! Estos! cinco! módulos! están! indicados! en! diferentes! colores! en! el! mapa!esquemático!de!pLS20cat!mostrado!en!la!figura!R1.!!
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El! segundo!objetivo!principal! era!determinar! el!mecanismo!por! el! cual! pLS20cat!inhibe!el!desarrollo!de!la!ruta!de!competencia!de!su!hospedador.!La!proteína!deducida!de!la! secuencia! del! ORF64! de! pLS20cat! muestra! similitud! con! RokBs168! codificada! en! el!genoma!de!B.(subtilis.!RokBs168!limita!la!subpoblación!de!células!que!entran!en!competencia!en! un! cultivo! reprimiendo! comK,! que! codifica! el! principal! regulador! de! los! genes! de!competencia.! Basándose! en! la! homología! identificada,! denominamos! al! ORF64,! rokLS20.!Hemos!demostrado!que!la!sobreexpresión!de(rokLS20!mediante!un!locus!ectópico!inhibe!la!competencia.! ! La!activación!de! la! expresión!de!varios!genes!de! competencia,! incluyendo!
comG,! necesitan! niveles! de! ComK! altos.! Usando! una! fusión! transcripcional! comG-gfp,!hemos!determinado!el!efecto!de! la!expresión!de!rokLS20!sobre!el!porcentaje!de!células!de!un! cultivo! que! desarrollan! competencia.! La! sobreexpresión! de! rokLS20! causa! una!disminución!en!el!número!de!células!que!expresan!GFP,!lo!que!implica!que!menos!células!expresan! niveles! de! ComK! lo! suficientemente! altos! como! para! iniciar! el! desarrollo! de!competencia.!Estos!resultados!indican!que!RokLS20!afecta!a!la!cantidad!!funcional!de!ComK!en!la!célula.!Hemos!demostrado!que!RokLS20!se!une!preferentemente!al!promotor!de!comK!y!que!no!afecta!a!la!competencia!cuando!comK!se!encuentra!bajo!el!control!de!un!promotor!inducible.! Estos! resultados! indican! que! RokLS20! regula! la! cantidad! de! ComK! a! nivel!transcripcional!pero!no!a!nivel!postOtranscripcional.!!Una! explicación! atractiva! de! porqué! pLS20! contiene! un! gen! que! inhibe! la!competencia!es! la!que!se!da!a!continuación.!Durante! la!conjugación,!el!DNA!de!pLS20!es!transferido! desde! la! célula! donadora! hasta! la! célula! receptora.! ! El! DNA! es! también!transferido! durante! la! competencia;! en! este! caso! el! DNA! se! recoge! del! ambiente!circundante.! En! ambos! casos,! la! transferencia! de! DNA! implica! un! elaborado! complejo!multiproteico!localizado!en!la!membrana.!Posiblemente,!la!expresión!y!el!ensamblaje!de!la!maquinaria! de! la! captación! de! DNA! relacionadas! con! la! competencia,! interfiere! con! el!ensamblaje! y/o! el! funcionamiento! de! los! mecanismos! de! transferencia! de! DNA!relacionados!con!una!adecuada!conjugación.!La!inhibición!de!la!competencia!mediada!por!RokLS20!podría!suprimir!una!presunta!interferencia!de!este!tipo.!La! tercera! parte! de! esta! tesis! describe! la! caracterización! del! circuito! regulatorio!presente!en!el!plásmido!pLS20.!La!cinética!de!conjugación!de!pLS20cat!muestra!que!no!es!activada!por!feromonas!que!producen!las!células!receptoras.!Por!lo!tanto,!la!regulación!del!proceso! de! conjugación! es! fundamentalmente! diferente! de! la! de! los! plásmidos! de!enterococos.!Hemos!observado!que!la!conjugación!se!realiza!de!forma!eficiente!durante!un!corto!periodo!de!tiempo,!lo!que!planteó!la!posibilidad!de!que!la!conjugación!se!mantiene!en!un!estado!inactivo!por!defecto,!mediante!una!proteína!represora!de!la!transcripción!y!que!se!activa!sólo!en!un!cierto!periodo!durante!el!crecimiento!mediante!una!inactivación!
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temporal! del! represor! del! proceso! de! conjugación.! El! gen! putativo! 27c! de! pLS20cat!flanquea!un!gran!operón!putativo!de!conjugación.!Debido!a!que!la!secuencia!prevista!de!la!proteína!del!gen!27c!muestra!homología!con!reguladores!transcripcionales!tipo!Xre,!éste!gen!era!un!buen!candidato!para!participar!en!la!regulación!de!los!genes!de!conjugación.!La!sobreexpresión!ectópica!del!gen!27c!inhibió!completamente!la!conjugación,!mientras!que!la!delección!de!este!gen!en!pLS20cat!aumentó!la!eficiencia!de!conjugación!durante!todas!las!fases!del!crecimiento.!Se!realizó!un!análisis!del!transcriptoma!de!pLS20cat!mediante!el!método! de! RNAseq.! Este! análisis! mostró! una! reducción! de! los! niveles! de! expresión! de!todos! los! genes!presentes! en!el! operón!putativo!de! la! conjugación! cuando!el! gen!27c! se!expresa!a!partir!de!un!locus!ectópico.!Sobre!la!base!de!estos!resultados,!denominamos!al!gen! 27c! como! rcoLS20! (represor! de! la! conjugación).! Los! resultados! presentados! en! esta!tesis!demuestran!que!rcoLS20!suprime!la!expresión!de!los!genes!de!la!conjugación!mediante!la!represión!del!principal!promotor!de!la!conjugación,!Pc,!localizado!“upstream”!del!primer!gen!del!operón!de!conjugación,!el!gen!28.!Situado!aguas!abajo!de!rcoLS20!!se!encuentra!un!casete!putativo!rap-phr!(genes!25O26);! a! los! que! llamamos! rapLS20! y! phrLS20,! respectivamente.! Otros! casetes! rap-phr! están!presentes!en!los!genomas!de!muchos!bacilos,!así!como!en!sus!plásmidos.!La!mayoría!de!las!proteínas! Rap! estudiadas! desempeñan! un! papel! en! el! desarrollo! de! las! rutas! de! la!competencia!y! la!esporulación.!Curiosamente,! la!expresión!ectópica! !de!RapLS20!no!afecta!significativamente! a! la! esporulación! o! a! la! competencia.! Por! el! contrario,! hemos!encontrado!que!la!expresión!ectópica!de!RapLS20!aumenta!la!eficiencia!de!la!conjugación!de!pLS20cat.! El! análisis! mediante! RNAseq! demostró! que! la! expresión! ectópica! de! RapLS20!provoca! una! sobreexpresión! de! casi! todos! los! genes! cuya! expresión! fue! reprimida! por!RcoLS20.! Por! lo! que! conocemos,! esta! es! la! primera! vez! que! se! ha! demostrado! que! una!proteína! Rap! puede! activar! la! conjugación! de! plásmidos.! Los! análisis! estructurales! y!genéticos!han! identificado!que! la! región!NOterminal! de! varias!proteínas!Rap! interactúan!con! las! proteínas! Spo0F! y! ComA,! implicadas! en! la! activación! de! la! esporulación! o! la!competencia,!respectivamente,!y!se!han!identificado!varios!residuos!cruciales!conservados!para! estas! interacciones.! La! comparación! de! las! regiones! NOterminales! de! las! proteínas!Rap!muestra!que!ni! los! residuos! importantes!para! la! interacción! con! Spo0F!ni! ComA! se!conservan! en! RapLS20,! lo! que! probablemente! explique! por! qué! RapLS20! ! no! afecta! a! la!esporulación!o!la!competencia.!La!mayor!parte!de! los!genes!de!phr!están!acoplados!transcripcionalmente!con!un!gen!phr!situado!upstream.!Los!pequeños!genes!phr!codifican!un!producto!que,!después!de!ser!sometido!a!un!proceso!de!exportación,!maduración!e!importación,!inhibe!la!actividad!de!sus!proteínas!Rap!afines.!Hemos!probado!que!phrLS20!tiene!un!papel!en!la!regulación!de!
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Bacteroides(salanitronis"DSM"18170"(25%)"Conserved"domain"of"unknown"function"(DUF)"" AAAGGAGT(9(ATG"89c" 48448(48705" 85" Hypothetical"protein"No"significant"homology" AAGGGG(9(GTG"90c" 48798(49037" 79" Hypothetical"protein"No"significant"homology" GTGTGC(13(ATG"91" 49079(49249" 56" Hypothetical"protein"No"significant"homology" TATGAGC(9(ATG"92" 49334(49660" 108" Hypothetical"protein"No"significant"homology" AAAGGGT(6(ATG""
!Supplemental!Table!2.!Strains!
Strains! Genotype!or!description! Reference!or!source!
!!!!!!!!!!E.*coli* ! !XL1%Blue! endA1!gyrA96(nalR)!thi%1!recA1!relA1!lac!glnV44!F'[!::Tn10!proAB+!lacIq!Δ(lacZ)M15]!hsdR17(rK%!mK+)! Bullock!et!al.,!1987!BL21(DE3)! F%!dcm!ompT!hsdS(rB%!mB%)!gal! Studier!and!Moffat,!1986!
!!!!!!B.*subtilis* ! !BEST40401! hsdR!hsdM!leu!arg!containing!plasmid!pLS20cat! Itaya!M.!et!al.,!2006!8G5!ComGgfp! 8G5!PcomG%gfp1!(kan)! Smits!et!al.,!2005!WKS!1039! AG174!ΔrokBsub::cat(cm)! Smits!and!Grossman,!2010!1A976! his!nprE18!aprE3!eglS!Δ102!bglT/bglS!ΔEV!lacA::PxylA%comK!(em)! Zhang!and!Zhang,!2011!8G33! 8G5!comk7lacZ(kan)! van!Sinderen!et!al.,!1994!OKB143! pheA1,!srf7lacZ! Nakano!et!al.,!1988!168!(1A700)! trpC2! BGSC*!AK3! oppA::Tn10!(spc)! Yazgan!A!et!al.,!2001!PY79(1A747)! prototrophic!attICEBs1!attSPbeta! BGSC!PKS1! trpC2!amyE::Pspank%rokLS20(spc)! This!work!PKS3! trpC2!thrC::Pc7lacZ!(em)!! This!work!PKS7! trpC2!thrC::Δ!LacZ(em)! This!work!PKS8! trpC2!thrC::Pc7lacZ!(em)!containing!plasmid!pLS20cat! This!work!PKS9! trpC2!amyE::PspankrcoLS20!!(spc)! This!work!PKS11! trpC2!containing!plasmid!pLS20cat! This!work!PKS14! trpC2!!amyE::PspankrcoLS20!(spc)!containing!plasmid!pLS20cat! This!work!PKS16! trpC2!PcomG%gfp1!(kan)! This!work!PKS17! trpC2!PcomG%gfp1(kan)!containing!plasmid!pLS20cat! This!work!PKS18! trpC2!amyE::Pspank%rokLS20(spc)!PcomG%gfp1(kan)!! This!work!PKS21! trpC2!ΔrokBs168::cat(cm)! This!work!PKS22! trpC2!amyE::Pspank%rokLS20(spc)!PcomG%gfp1(kan)!ΔrokBs168::cat(cm)! This!work!PKS44! trpC2!ΔrokBs168::cat(cm),!amyE::Pxyl%rokLS207iyfp! This!work!PKS51! trpC2!ΔrokBs168::cat::spec!(spc)! This!work!PKS53! trpC2!ΔrokBs168::cat::spec!(spc)!!containing!plasmid!pLS20cat! This!work!PKS56! his!nprE18!aprE3!eglS!Δ102!bglT/bglS!ΔEV!lacA::PxylA%comK!(em)!containing!plasmid!pLS20cat! This!work!PKS57! his!nprE18!aprE3!eglS!Δ102!bglT/bglS!ΔEV!lacA::PxylA%comK!(em)!!
amyE::PspankrcoLS20(spc)!!! This!work!PKS58! his!nprE18!aprE3!eglS!Δ102!bglT/bglS!ΔEV!lacA::PxylA%comK!(em)!!
amyE::PspankrcoLS20(spc)!!containing!pLS20cat!plasmid! This!work!PKS59! his!nprE18!aprE3!eglS!Δ102!bglT/bglS!ΔEV!lacA::PxylA%comK!(em)!!
amyE::PspankrcoLS20(spc)!containing!pLS20rco!plasmid! This!work!PKS66! trpC2!amyE::Pspank%rokLS20(spc)!comK7lacZ(kan)! This!work!PKS67! trpC2!comK7lacZ(kan)! This!work!PKS69! trpC2!!containing!plasmid!pLS20rok! This!work!PKS70! trpC2!comK7lacZ(kan)!!containing!plasmid!pLS20cat! This!work!PKS71! trpC2!comK7lacZ(kan)!!containing!plasmid!pLS20rok! This!work!PKS72! trpC2!rokBs168::cat::spc(spc)!ComK7lacZ!(kan)! This!work!PKS73! trpC2!rokBs168::cat::spc(spc)!ComK7lacZ!(kan)!!containing!plasmid!pLS20rok! This!work!PKS74! trpC2!rokBs168::cat::spc(spc)!ComK7lacZ!(kan)!!containing!plasmid!pLS20rok! This!work!PKS77! his!nprE18!aprE3!eglS!Δ102!bglT/bglS!ΔEV!lacA::PxylA%comK!(em)!containing!plasmid!pLS20rap! This!work!PKS79! trpC2!containing!plasmid!pLS20rap! This!work!PKS80! trpC2!lacA::Pxyl%comK!(em)! This!work!PKS81! trpC2!lacA::Pxyl%comK!(em),!!amyE::Pspank%rokLS20!(spc)!! This!work!PKS82! trpC2!lacA::Pxyl%comK!(em),!ΔcomK::Kan,!amyE::Pspank%rokLS20!(spc)! This!work!PKS87! trpC2!!amyE::Pspank!rapLS20(spc)!containing!plasmid!pLS20rap! This!work!PKS86! trpC2!!amyE::PspankrcoLS20!(spc)!containing!pLS20rco! This!work!PKS97! trpC2!!oppA::Tn10!(spc)!!!!!!!!!! This!work!!PKS98! trpC2!!oppA::Tn10!(spc)containing!plasmid!pLS20cat! This!work!PKS101! trpC2!!amyE::Pspank%rokLS20(spc),!srfA7lacZ!(Cm)! This!work!PS110! trpC2!amyE::Pspank7Δ(spc)! This!work!
!!
PKS113! his!nprE18!aprE3!eglS!Δ102!bglT/bglS!ΔEV!lacA::PxylA%comK!(em)!
amyE::PspankrcoLS20(spc)!containing!plasmid!pLS20phr! This!work!PKS117! trpC2!amyE::PspankrcoLS20(spc)!containing!plasmid!pLS20phr! This!work!PKS139! Prototrophic,!attICEBs1!attSPbeta!amyE::PhspankrapI!(spc)! This!work!GR20! trpC2!!amyE::Pspank!rapLS20!(spc)! Lab!strain!GR23! trpC2!!amyE::Pspank!rapLS20!(spc)!containing!plasmid!pLS20cat! Lab!strain!
!
Supplemental*Table*3:*Plasmids*
Plasmids! Description! Reference*or*source!pDR110! B.#subtilis#amyE!integration!vector!containing!IPTG5inducible!Pspank!promoter# D.!Rudner!!pBEST501! E.#coli#vector!containing!neomycin!resistance!marker!in!multiple!cloning!site! Itaya!et!al.,!1989!pSG4924! B.#subtilis!amyE!integration!vector!containing!Pxyl5promoter!driving!iyfp!and!designed!for!constructing!translational!fusion!with!yfp! Wu!et!al.,!2009!pLS20cat! Native!plasmid!pLS20!labelled!with!Cm!resistance!cassette!in!unique!SalI!site.! Itaya!et!al.,!2006!pDG1663! B.!subtilis!thrC!integration!vector!containing!promoter5less!lacZ#gene!which!is!used!for!promoter!screening!! BGSC!pET28b(+)! His5tag!E.#coli!cloning/expression!vector! Novagen!pPSrok! rokLS20!gene!is!cloned!in!integration!vector!pDR110! This!work!pLS20rok! pLS20cat!derivative!in!which!rokLS20!gene!is!replaced!by!Neomycin!marker! This!work!pPKSN7! Translational!fusion!of!rokLS20!and!iyfp!gene!in!vector!pSG4924! This!work!pHis5RokLS20! rokLS20!gene!cloned!in!frame!behind!sequence!coding!for!His(6)! This!work!pDRrcoLS20! rcoLS20!gene!cloned!in!integration!vector!pDR110# This!work!pDRrapLS20! rapLS20!gene!cloned!in!integration!vector!pDR110! This!work!pLS20xre! pLS20cat!derivative!in!which!xreLS20!gene!is!replaced!by!Neomycin!marker! This!work!pLS20rap! pLS20cat!derivative!in!which!rapLS20!gene!is!replaced!by!Neomycin!marker! This!work!pLS20phr! pLS20cat!derivative!in!which!phrLS20#gene!is!replaced!by!Neomycin!marker! This!work!pPKS26! rapI!gene!is!cloned!in!the!integration!vector!pDR111! This!work!*,!BGSC:!!Bacillus!Genetic!Stock!Center,!Department!of!Biochemistry,!The!Ohio!State!University,!Columbus,!OH,!USA.!(http://www.bgsc.org/)!
Supplemental*Table*4:"Oligonucleotides""
Name** Sequence*(5´&3´)* Purpose*LSRok_FwHind* cccaagcttCAAGACTGCCGATATCTTTAGAT* To"amplify"gene"rokLS20"LS_Rok_RevXba* gctctagaCTCCGCAATCCTGGTAGCAGCTTC* "oPKS3"oPK11* ggggggTACCATGCTTACAGAAAGACAAGCGTTG"ggggGAATTCTCCTGATCCGCTGCCTGAGCCGCTTCCTGACATTTCTTCGAATCTATAATAACCTCTT" To"clone"rokLS20&iyfp"fusion""oPKS16*oPKS17Pst* GCTTCAAAACATCGCGAAAAAACACATTCT"ggggCATATGTAAAGATATCGGCAGTCTTGAAAGAAGATC" Amplifying"rokLS20"upstream"region"oPKS18Eco* ggggTCTAGAGGTTATTATAGATTCGAAGAAATGTAA" Amplifying"rokLS20"downstream"region"oPKS19* CTGTTTTGGTTTCTCTCAATTCAAAGTAATC"oGR8" ttttCATATGCTTACAGAAAGACAAGCGTTGCAAGAT" To"amplify"rokLS20"for"cloning"in"pET28"vector"oGR9" ttttCTCGAGTTACATTTCTTCGAATCTATAATAACC"PcomK1" AGAATCCCCCCAATGCCTTTTTTATAGTAT" To"amplify"comK"promoter"PcomK2" GTTTTCTGACTCATATTATGGCCTCCATCC"PcomG1"PcomG2" GATCTTTCCGTTGAGAAAGATACTGGTCAA"TCTCCTTTCAACGCATATTGTAGAAAAAGA" To"amplify"comG"promoter"Xre20UpHind" ccccAAGCTTTATTTTGCGAGGTGGTATAAGTG" To"amplify"gene"rcoLS20"Xre20DnNheI"""" ccTAGCTAGCGTAAAAAAAGGACTGCACTTAGGCTAG"Rap20UpSal" ggGTCGACAATAGCTGGAGGGAAGTGTATGTT" To"amplify"gene"rapLS20"Rap20DnNhe" gGCTAGCTCATCCTAACGCTTCTGTTATTCTTTGAATTTGC"oPKS20" TATGTAAAAAGGTCATGGCAGGCGAA" Amplifying"rcoLS20"upstream"region"oPKS21" ggggGAATTCAATTATTAAAAATTAGAAATGAATACATG"oPKS22" ggggCTGCAGTATACCACCTCGCAAAATAAACCCTG" Amplifying"rcoLS20"downstream"region"oPKS23" TATAGGAATTCCAATCTTTCTTCGCATC"oPKS38" AAAAACTACGTCATAATTTTTAAATTGTTC" Amplifying"rapLS20"upstream"region"oPKS39" ttttCTGCAGTATTCAAAAACAAAACTAGTCC" "oPKS40" ttttGAGCTCCTAAAGAGCAAATTCAAAGAAT" Amplifying"rapLS20"downstream"region"oPKS41" ATTTAATTCTTTATCAGCTTAATCACT"oPKS53N" GTTTGTCACCCAGCTGCCGTTAAGGGGTGT" Amplifying"phrLS20"upstream"region"oPKS54" ttttCTGCAGAATTTTCTTCATCCTAACGCCTCC" "oPKS55N" ttttGAGCTCTCACGGCTGCAGCTGAGGAGAAGATC" Amplifying"phrLS20"downstream"region"oPKS56" ACGGAACTCTATATCAGCCAAGTATTCAGA"oGR85" ttttGCTAGCGTAAGGATGGGGGAATTTTCTTGCGG" To"amplify"rapI/gene"oGR86" ttttGCATGCCTACTTAAAATCGCTGCTGCCGATAGAATCCGGCTGATTTTCGTCAATAA" "5´&"overhang"sequences"are"indicated"in"lower"case"and"restriction"sites"are"underlined""
